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And while these risks are broadly understood, no hard
data had previously been available to analyse the situation
and support efforts where they are most needed.
In September 2018 a collaboration was formed between
the UNESCO Cluster Office for the Gulf States &
Yemen and the Qatar National Library, in its capacity as
the IFLA-PAC Regional Centre for the Arab Countries
and the Middle East, to undertake an ambitious regional
survey gathering information on the specific needs and
challenges faced by institutions and organizations that
hold elements of documentary heritage across the
region. The broad aim of undertaking this survey was to
understand what types of documentary heritage exists,
where it is being held, the risks it faces, and what support
these memory institutions need which could then serve
as a platform for building more meaningful support
programmes in the future.

Introduction
The UNESCO Recommendation Concerning the
Preservation of, and Access to, Documentary Heritage
including in the Digital Form1 was unanimously
adopted by Member States at the 38th session of the
General Conference in November 2015; the first-ever
standard-setting instrument on the protection of the
world’s documentary heritage. The recommendation
can be seen as the culmination of a growing awareness
and shift in attitudes towards the significance of
documentary heritage that had begun after the end of
the Second World War and emerged in 1992 with the
establishment of the UNESCO Memory of the World
Programme with a vision to facilitate preservation,
assist access to and increase awareness of worldwide
documentary heritage.
Despite the Member States’ eager adoption of
this instrument, and the establishment of several
national MOW committees, the Arab region’s rich
and varied documentary heritage is increasingly
at risk due to neglect, natural decay, technological
obsolescence, inadequate housing or, in some cases,
deliberate destruction. Across the region, a number
of institutions are striving to preserve documentary
heritage but continue to face challenges. Lack
of financial resources, political instability, natural
disasters, the high cost of conservation software and
equipment, or limited technical expertise are all factors
which hinder their efforts to protect the region’s
valuable manuscripts, archives, photos and maps.

1
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https://en.unesco.org/programme/mow/recommendation-documentary-heritage

The survey was distributed in Arabic among 19 countries
of the Arab region: Algeria, Bahrain, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan,
Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Mauritania, Morocco, Oman,
Palestine, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Syria, Tunisia, United
Arab Emirates and Yemen. The status of documentary
heritage across these 19 countries is wide-ranging; the
risks and threats vary dramatically country to country
and each faces issues quite distinct and separate from the
other.And it is with this variability in mind that the results
from the survey must be seen as a spring board from
which more detailed research and further investigations
can be undertaken.
This survey is the first of its kind to be undertaken in
the Arab region, and while it is a significant step towards
supporting the region’s documentary heritage it should
be remembered that this is only the first step. The
drivers of this survey understand and recognize that the
results are merely a foundation and it is hoped that this
publication will lead to both greater participation from
memory institutions in future surveys, as well as further
research by international and regional organisations; all
of which will lead towards a more clear and accurate
understanding of the status of documentary heritage in
the Arab region and the steps needed to protect it.
Given the socio-political unrest that affects many
countries of the region, and the speed with which
situations can change at national level and regional
level, the results of this survey are already serving their
most valuable purpose: that of a tool for monitoring
change. This baseline data, gathered with the work and
participation of memory institutions across the region, is
an important benchmark and with regular updating will,
over time, provide a comprehensive view of the status of
documentary heritage in the region.

Definitions
What is a Memory Institution?

What is Documentary Heritage?

Memory institution is a collective term which includes, A document records something with a deliberate intellectual
but is not limited to, archives, libraries, museums and purpose and is moveable, made up of signs/codes, sounds
other educational, cultural and research organizations. 2 and/or images, preservable, reproducible and migratable,

and the product of a deliberate documenting process.
This excludes items that are part of a fixed fabric such
as a building or a natural site, objects on which the signs/
codes are incidental to their purpose, or items which were
designed as non-reproducible “originals”, such as paintings,
three dimensional artefacts or art objects per se. 3

Manuscripts
Microfilms

Archival documents (old
administrative records,
official letters, etc.)

Moving image recordings;
Audio recordings
(analog and digital)

Art on paper
(posters, drawings, prints)

Printed books
pre-1900

Classifications of
Documentary
Heritage Surveyed

Old newspapers and
magazines (pre-1960)

Heritage maps

Photographs
(print photographs,
negatives, slides)

Printed books
1900-1960

Acronyms
AFLI

2

Arab Federation for Libraries and Information

ICCROM

International Centre for the Study of the Preservation and Restoration
of Cultural Property

ICOM

International Council of Museums

IFLA

International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions

IFLA-PAC

IFLA Preservation and Conservation Centres

MOW

Memory of the World Programme

QNL

Qatar National Library

UNESCO

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation

UNESCO Implementation Guidelines on the Recommendation Concerning the Preservation of, and Access to, Documentary Heritage Including in Digital Form.

3

There is no single official definition of documentary heritage, however for the purposes of the survey this was the definition used to accompany the survey
when distributed.
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Survey Methodology
Survey Design

Survey Distribution Methodology

With a baseline understanding of the challenges
faced by memory institutions across the region, as
well as the types of institutions present in the region,
the UNESCO GCC and Yemen office, the Qatar
National Library, with support from a specialist in
documentary heritage worked to design a survey
to fill gaps in understanding about the status of the
collections, risks and threats, as well as priority needs
in terms of resources, infrastructure, and capacity
building. The aim of the survey was to build a clearer
picture of where support would be most required
in the future and where potential solutions could
be developed to support these institutions. It was
therefore critical that the survey questions were
clear and concise to encourage as many institutions
as possible to participate. This entailed building in
multiple choice options and limiting the number of
open-ended response questions. One important
factor in the survey design was classifying the types
of institutions and the types of documentary heritage
into clear broad categories that would not present
the respondents with complications in answering.
For this reason a glossary was also developed to
accompany the survey.

A database of memory institutions was compiled
based on an already existing list of contacts held at
the QNL and UNESCO. These contacts were verified
and updated and the distribution of the survey was
supported through a wide network of locally based
experts and organisations working throughout
the region including UNESCO field offices and
National Commissions, National Memory of the
World Committees, the IFLA, AFLI and ICCROM
which resulted in a database of 1,525 verified and
contactable memory institutions in 19 countries of
the Arab region. The link to the online survey as well
as a PDF file containing the questions was distributed
by email and, for those institutions without email
addresses, delivered in person. A network of locally
based experts was also engaged to follow up with
the institutions to encourage their participation
in the survey and to assist in its completion where
necessary.

Survey Responses

The data collection process took place from the 8th
May to the 21st August 2019 and was centralized
The resulting survey comprised 67 questions which through the UNESCO GCC and Yemen Office. By
were built into the online survey tool SurveyMonkey. the time of the closure of the survey – in August
The questions and glossary were developed in 2019 - 520 responses from memory institutions in 18
English and translated into Arabic for distribution. countries had been received. A number of countries
The full set of survey questions in English can be submitted data following the survey closure and their
found in Annex 1.
information has subsequently been added to the
database.
This database is now held at the UNESCO GCC and
Yemen Office and in the IFLA PAC regional centre
for Arab countries and the Middle East however for
reasons of security and to protect these valuable
collections, it will not be shared publically at any time.
Similarly for the purposes of this report, the names
of the memory institutions that responded to survey
are withheld.
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Challenges and Lessons Learned
Numerous factors were at play that resulted in
only one third of the institutions recorded on the
database responding to the survey: Socio-political
upheavals in different countries across the region
affected participation rates; security limitations
resulted in some institutions needing to temporarily
close, others were unresponsive or impossible
to reach either virtually or physically. For some
institutions, the length of the survey and the level
of detail required was a deterrent; others reported
being held back by bureaucratic red tape. The varying
degree of persistence by the locally based network
of contacts in following up with respondents will
have also been a factor affecting response rates. And
finally the duration of the survey’s availability – only 3
months – will have played a role.
While a 30% response rate somewhat limits
the possibility for drawing meaningful regional
conclusions, the information presented in this report
is no less valuable and serves both as a roadmap to
guide and direct future research efforts, but also as an
essential tool for monitoring and tracking the status
of the region’s collection of documentary heritage.
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Regional Overview
1,525 memory institutions in 19 countries of the Arab
region were asked to participate in the survey. A total of
520 responses were received from memory institutions
in 18 countries, constituting a 34% overall response rate.
This graphic illustrates the individual response rate per country.
Through the survey the respondents have provided a wealth
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of new and significant information about the issues that affect
their institutions and it is hoped that the information presented
in this document will encourage greater numbers of institutions
to participate in similar surveys in the future.
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Regional Findings
Survey Participation
520 memory institutions from 18 different countries
participated in this survey representing just 34% of the 1,525
memory institutions initially contacted. With this low overall
participation rate, it is important to underline that the findings
from these respondents are not representative of the memory

institutions in the region but rather can serve as a means for
revealing some collective trends and pinpointing areas of action
where further research or support could be applied.

In participating in the survey, the respondents were asked to
categorize themselves into one of 10 institution types, illustrated
in the chart above and it is immediately clear that the largest
category type to be represented in the survey is that of ‘private
collections’. 200 out of 520 respondents (making up 38% of the
total) are from this category and this high response rate merits
examination in some detail.

In terms of overall participation, the survey respondents
provided data on over 93 million items of documentary heritage
and through this data it is known that:

The information garnered about these private collections,
derived solely from their survey responses, leads to the
understanding that, in many cases, these are family-owned
collections, often unstaffed, and for the most part lacking in the
infrastructure to carry out the necessary actions to protect and
preserve their collections. From the data provided it is evident
that the private collections have very different needs and face
very different issues than all other types of respondents to the
survey and therefore in this report the data from the private
collections is often presented separately to that of all other
institutions.
In actuality there may be far higher numbers of private collections
present in the region than were willing or able to participate
and, in all probability, they face similar issues to those who did
participate in the survey. Given this insight, a more thorough
investigation into the issues facing private collections and the
measures needed to support them, would be useful to conduct
in the future.
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• 40% of the surveyed collections of art on paper surveyed
are held at national libraries
• The most commonly held items among the private
collections are printed books pre-1900 making up 36% of all
printed books pre-1900 surveyed
• 72% of the collections of heritage maps are held at local or
national archives
• National or local archives hold 82% of the surveyed
collections of moving image recordings, and 61% of the
collections audio-recordings surveyed
• Institutions categorizing themselves as ‘other’ hold 68% of
all the photographic collections surveyed and almost 50% of
the collections of micro-films.
• Audiovisual documentary heritage (photographs, microfilms,
moving image and audio recordings) make up 14% of the
total items surveyed
A detailed breakdown of the types and quantities of
the documentary heritage surveyed can be found in Annex 2.2.
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Risks to Collections – internal and external:

Conditions and Conservation of Collections:

Across the survey the participating institutions describe
a series of internal and external threats that face their
collections, and for which is seems very few mitigation
measures are in place. Within the region there is a wide
diversity in terms of climactic or environmental threats,
and the range of security issues faced are equally
diverse - unpredictable and even volatile in many of the
countries surveyed, stable in others – yes despite these
wide-ranging differences, there emerges a commonality
in some of the risks they seem to be facing.

The physical condition of the documentary heritage
surveyed is an issue for many of the institutions across
the region. The charts in Annex 2.4 illustrate in detail
what proportions of the collections are considered to
be in good or bad condition and demonstrate that the
problem reaches critical level in some cases. However, a
few important points must be taken into account when
reading this data: firstly, the method for establishing
the condition of a document is highly subjective and
secondly, a large proportion of respondents elected not
to complete the survey regarding the conditions of their
documentary heritage which could suggest that, in fact,
higher quantities are in bad condition but institutions
are reluctant to report this.

With regards to external threats, 48% of the respondents
consider themselves to be located in a high-risk disaster
zone and 43% report that their collections have been
impacted or threatened in the last 10 years4 . This
translates into over 43 million5 items of documentary
heritage that have been at risk in this 10 year period.
With regards to internal risks, a pattern has emerged
across all responses that indicate where the most
urgent support is needed.
Institutions face great difficulty accessing the necessary
materials to carry out conservation and restoration
treatments on their collections – 67% state that they
can only purchase the required materials internationally
which, given the high costs of international shipping,
adds unnecessary financial burdens to these institutions.
In addition to this, mold and pest infestations are a
major risk to 40% of all collections and yet over 60%
of respondents do not have the materials to treat for
these issues.
The storage and environmental conditions are another
common risk facing collections and the majority
lack the basic equipment necessary to protect their
documentary heritage. 76% of respondents do not have
enough space to store collections and 78% do not have
the adequate furniture such as shelves and cabinets, to
house the collections.Added to this, 60% of respondents
have no equipment of any kind to monitor or control
the temperature and humidity levels and 88% do not
have the equipment to monitor either light or UV levels.
The lack of staff training opportunities is also a major
risk facing collections and will be looked at in closer
detail in the section on training below.
Despite both the internal and external risks described
above, an overwhelming 74% of institutions do not have
disaster and emergency preparedness response plans in
place, and while a large proportion of these responses
are from private collections with no staff to train and
little infrastructure to support the development of
plans, there is still a necessity for preparation in the
event of an emergency.

Establishing a set of standardized tools and definitions to
assess conditions would support institutions to better
assess their collections and act upon the information.
Audiovisual heritage, despite the conditions being
reported as predominantly good6, is particularly at
risk across the region as a number of institutions that
store this category of material, such as communications
departments, do not consider it a part of national
heritage and in many cases it is not stored correctly.
Within the institutions that participated in the survey,
over 1.2 million items of moving image recordings, audio
recordings and microfilms are recorded however only
20% of them have the functioning equipment to read,
watch or listen to them. Finally, no registry of sound
heritage exists in the region, nor is there an index or
catalogue available.
Clearly a high proportion of the collections require
some kind of conservation or restoration intervention
to mitigate against deterioration however 49% of
respondents (excluding the private collections that do
not employ staff) do not have a specialized conservation
or restoration department within their institutions
and a further 49% (also excluding private collections
without staff) do not have a written conservation or
restoration strategies or policies. And, as described
above, 67% of institutions do not have local access to the
correct materials to carry out necessary conservation
or restoration interventions on their collections.
Not only are the conditions of the heritage items in
poor condition, but the means and the expertise to
preserve and protect them are not available.

4 More detailed data can be found in the tables of risks in Annex 2.3
5 This is an average calculation based on the total number of items reported to be held in these collections.
6 See data on conditions in Annex 2.4
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Digitalization of Collections:
Greater awareness needs to be made among the institutions
surveyed that, in addition to the conservation of documentary
heritage items, digitalization is an effective solution for
preservation and protection, while simultaneously allowing
for greater access to collections. 30% of respondents have
reproduction policies and digital preservation strategies in
place7, indicating that at least a proportion of institutions
recognize its importance as a tool in preservation, however very
few collections have been digitalized or microfilmed and of the
few that have, in most cases the proportion falls below ¼ of the
collection (see Annex 2.5).

It appears that preservation activities in microfilming and
digitalization lacks the essential technical and human resources
to be successful: the most urgent need that the majority (53%)
of institutions have to improve the digital access to their
collections is to purchase the equipment for digitalization,
followed by a need for training, as shown in the chart below.

The chart also indicates the number of institutions that recognize
digitalization not just as a tool for preservation but as a means
to improve access as well. 138 of the respondents – 27% - state
an urgent need to purchase the necessary software or improve
the online platform on which the collection is displayed, in order
to facilitate better digital access, and a further 60 institutions

feel the importance lies in better communicating the existence
of their online platforms. These are very concrete areas where
support could be provided.

Training:
The responses gathered from all 520 participating institutions
suggests that there is a lack of specialized expertise among
them to fulfill the needs of the documentary heritage being
held, with an absence of training opportunities being cited as
one of the major risks that these institutions face8. Only 23%
of all institutions state that they have been able to facilitate
trainings9 for some staff members in the past five year period
however despite these trainings, within the area of storage
management practices a collective 50% of respondents need
collections management training and 67% of respondents need
training in documentation techniques; in addition to which 82%
of respondents have not had any staff trained in disaster and
emergency preparedness response planning in the last 5 years.
Comparative charts reflecting the different training priorities
of private collections from all other types of institutions are
included in Annex 2.6.
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Training in fundraising, proposal development and writing funding
applications is an additional area of training that could prove
beneficial across the region as only 16% of all respondents have
received funding or technical assistance in the last 10 years10.
There is a very clear need for support to these institutions
in capacity development and it will need to be handled with
a long term strategy to ensure that staff members receive the
adequate training to perform the needs of the institutions in the
long term.

7 Only a very small proportion of these are the private collections

9 A breakdown of this information is available in Annex 2.6

8 See Annex 2.3 for major risks facing collections.

10 Annex 2.6

Support from Government:
Lack of interest from authorities seems to be an issue facing
all institution types that participated in the survey. 44% of
all respondents11 (including private collections) consider this
lack of interest one of the top risks their collections face. But
if authorities could be encouraged to take a greater interest,
the largest majority of respondents believe that their first
area of action should be in providing financial support. Only
16% of respondents report having received any kind of funding
or technical assistance in the past 10 years and of these, 43%
report the source to be government12. Building and improving
institutional capacities and infrastructure remains a financial
problem that needs support from authorities and government
and appropriate budgets for culture and memory institutions
should be assigned to support this.That being said, however, fund
raising for technical expertise or additional funding should not
be over looked and given the small proportion of respondents
to have received any funding, the issue of developing funding
proposals and applications is dealt with in the section on training.

The chart below describing potential areas for government
support has separated the responses from private collections
and all other institutions, as a way of examining the different
requirements these groups may have. The provision of equipment
is an area where large proportions of the respondents agree
the government could provide support and it is interesting to
note how many institutions (primarily private collections) see
their government’s role in awareness raising and communication
about the importance of documentary heritage.

National legislation protecting documentary heritage in the
Arab region varies from country to country. Where in some
countries national legal frameworks exist, in others documentary
heritage is not protected at all and institutions must rely solely
on international regulations which can be difficult to implement
and enforce13.

One potential avenue for further research therefore would be
to carry out a thorough investigation into the national legislative
frameworks in existence in the region to provide a clear
understanding of which are enforced and implemented, which
need strengthening.

While the considerations for government support in most
areas align quite closely between the two groups, what stands
out is the very different priorities the two groups attribute
to the government’s role in the legislative status quo: 79% of
private collections think their governments should strengthen
the existing laws protection documentary heritage, whereas
only 48% of all other institutions consider this a priority for
their governments; and 76% of private collections believe the
role of government is to develop national legislation to protect
documentary heritage in their countries if it does not already
exists, whereas only 39% of all other institutions consider this
a priority.

11 See the major risks facing collections in Annex 2.3
12 Interestingly, the majority of the respondents to have received any government support were from Morocco and Tunisia, which may
suggest there is a funding mechanism in place in those two countries that could be examined and potentially replicated elsewhere.
13 See page 20 of this report for a list of the international legislation protecting documentary heritage.
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Recommendations for Moving Forward
What has emerged from the survey data is a sector across the
region which is severely at risk: lacking in the technical, financial,
and human resources to ensure its long-term protection and
with a real need for the national laws of protection to be
strengthened.
To summarize from the information presented in the regional
findings, the issues that are being faced by these memory
institutions are as follows:

Risks:
• Lack of emergency preparedness response plans as well
as a lack of the basic supplies and training to respond to
emergencies
• Difficulty in accessing locally available materials for
conservation or restoration, whilst facing high costs and
customs barriers when purchasing internationally
• Lack of adequate space, furniture and infrastructure to
house collections, in addition to a lack of the appropriate
equipment to monitor or control environmental conditions

Conservation and Restoration:
• Lack of a standardized methodology for assessing
conditions of collections resulting in the difficulty in
understanding the status of a collection
• Lack of basic supplies and equipment to carry out urgent
conservation or restoration work on collections
• Lack of written policies and strategies to guide work in
conservation or restoration

Digitalization:
• Lack of digitalization equipment as well as little technical
know-how in order to digitalize collections
• Lack of the software necessary to facilitate access to the
digitalized collections either online or offline

Training:
• Lack of opportunities for employees to receive training in
all fields related to documentary heritage
• As a priority, training is required in preventive conservation,
digitalization, cataloguing and emergency response
• Institutions would benefit from training in fundraising and
proposal writing

Recommended Actions:
The purpose of this section is to draw together suggestions
for actions at national, regional and international level that, in
addition to the findings laid out above, could support concrete
changes for these memory institutions.

Actions at national level:
• Using this survey data as a starting point, local realities
need to be studied more deeply to understand the precise
needs of each institution.This will help to build trust among
institutions and may provide access to and information
about as yet unregistered memory institutions
20 |

• Understanding local realities would also benefit from
investigations into the existing national protection systems
and legal frameworks in place which could feed into a
regional overview of the existing legislative frameworks
(see actions at regional level)
• National documentary heritage committees14, where not
already in existence, could be formed to act as a point
of information, to develop and house national registries
of documentary heritage, to form lobbying groups and
to help raise much needed awareness about the roles of
documentary heritage institutions.
• Library consortia have been created in some countries
to purchase conservation materials in bulk and thereby
lower costs including shipping costs. These models could
be studied and shared with countries that are restricted by
high purchase costs.
• Conservators and memory institutions would benefit
from national professional associations and networks.These
entities would assist in professional skills development,
channel lobbying and influence policy makers, whilst also
enabling research and professional opportunities

Actions at regional level:
• The formation of regional networks would be a valuable
way to consolidate partnerships, form collaborations and
share best practices between individuals and institutions
• The establishment of a regional Memory of the World
Committee15 would be a first step towards the development
of regional networks and would provide a means of
addressing joint issues while also providing a mechanism
for cooperation
• A regional investigation into the national legislative
frameworks protecting documentary heritage should be
undertaken to provide a clear understanding of which of
them are enforced and implemented, which need further
strengthening
• Regular technical support need to be provided at regional
level particularly in the form of capacity development, arenas
for skills sharing and exchange, professional development
opportunities in the form of conferences and workshops

Actions at international level:
International and intergovernmental organizations have a key
role to play in:
• Supporting capacity development through the creation
of platforms and networks for exchange, as well as in the
provision of technical and financial grants.
• Providing technical support in the development of
nomination files to assist in redressing the current imbalance
on the International Memory of the World (MoW) Register
where only 3% of inscriptions on the register are from the
Arab region16
• Supporting greater access to documentary heritage through
online platforms and fora to raise awareness and provide
greater visibility for the institutions that are working to
protect documentary heritage,particularly in areas of high risk

• Supporting Member States in acceding to and implementing
all appropriate international conventions, in particular the
UNESCO 2015 recommendation concerning the preservation
of, and access to, documentary heritage, including in digital form
• Advancing an international legal instrument on preservation
and access at the World Intellectual Property Organization,
setting minimum standards for preservation exceptions in a
digital age and enabling cross-border collaboration and exchange
• Increasing efforts and capacity to curb and penalize illicit
trafficking of documentary heritage, particularly in countries in
conflict, through a multi-stakeholder approach
Working jointly towards these actions will support the growing
recognition of the importance of documentary heritage as a key part
of the global cultural heritage, and will further raise public awareness
about the importance of Arab documentary heritage and its unique
contribution to global history and identity.

14 National MOW Committees currently exist in 8 of the countries surveyed: Algeria, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon,
Mauritania, Morocco, Oman and Tunisia.
15 The regional MOW Committees which could be looked to are MoWCAP (Asia and Pacific) and
MoWLAC (Latin America and the Caribbean)
16 13 inscriptions from Arab countries are currently represented on the MOW register: Algeria (1), Egypt (4),
Lebanon (2), Morocco (2), Oman (1), Saudi Arabia (1), Tunisia (2).
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International Legislation Protecting
Documentary Heritage
The following is a list of international instruments, included
as an appendix to the Recommendation Concerning the
Preservation of, and Access to, Documentary Heritage,
supporting the protection of elements documentary
heritage:
UNESCO Conventions and Recommendations:
• Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the
Event of Armed Conflict (1954)
• Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and
Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and Transfer
of Ownership of Cultural Property (1970)
• Convention for the Protection of the World Cultural and
Natural Heritage (1972)
• Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural
Heritage (2003)
• Convention on the Protection and Promotion
of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions (2005)
• Recommendation for the Safeguarding and Preservation
of Moving Images (1980)
• Recommendation concerning the Promotion and Use of
Multilingualism and Universal Access to Cyberspace (2003)
• Charter on the Preservation of Digital Heritage (2003)

Declarations and other documents:
• The Universal Declaration on Archives (2010) accepted by
the International Council on Archives (ICA), and endorsed
by the 36th session of the General Conference of UNESCO
(2011)
• Warsaw Declaration: ‘Culture – Memory – Identities’
(2011)
• The Moscow Declaration on Digital Information
Preservation (2011) adopted by the International
Conference on “Preservation of Digital Information in the
Information Society: Problems and Prospects” organized by
the UNESCO Information for All Programme (IFAP)
•
UNESCO/UBC
Vancouver
Declaration
“The Memory of the World in the Digital Age: Digitization
and Preservation” (2012)
• The IFLA (International Federation of Library Associations
and Institutions) Statement on Libraries and Intellectual
Freedom (1999)
• 1993 Mataatua Declaration on Cultural and Intellectual
Property Rights of Indigenous Peoples
• 2007 United Nations Declaration on the Rights
of Indigenous Peoples
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International Treaties:
• Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and
Artistic Works (last amended in 1979)
• Universal Copyright Convention (1952)
•International Convention for the Protection of Performers,
Producers of Phonograms and Broadcasting Organizations
(1961)

© UNESCO – All rights licensed to the European Union
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Survey Data by Country

ALGERIA
375

156

No. of memory
institutions contacted

No. of responses to the survey
(42% participation rate)

Categories of participating institutions:
National
libraries

Municipal
libraries

Other types
of public
library

University
libraries

Research
centres

Private
collections

Religious
libraries

Museums

Archives
(local or
national)

Other

1

0

1

5

2

123

1

5

12

6

Type and quantity of collections held:

Manuscripts

Printed
books
before
1900

Printed
books
from1900
to 1960

Old newspapers and
magazines
(before
1960)

Archival
documents

Art on
paper

Heritage
maps

Photographs

Moving
image
recordings

Audio
recordings

Microfilms

TOTAL

4,994

19,053

91,131

1,896

0

11,084

0

1,557

0

200

2,314

132,229

0

0

0

0

1,000

0

0

0

0

0

0

1,000

University
libraries:

0

18,458

124,846

3,252

0

0

863

0

0

370

1,200

148,989

Research
centres:

30

1,579

7,858

457

6,100

1

1,159

0

0

633

0

17,817

16,157

480

2,687

0

30,800

0

0

90

0

0

0

50,214

40

0

6

8

12

0

0

0

0

4

0

70

40

198

489

50

7,337

0

4

19,035

0

0

1

27,154

0

0

0

30

809,207

0

462

0

0

10

0

809,709

472

2,260

1,565

850

7,152

4,850

1,284

44,130

141

251

0

62,955

21,733

42,028

228,582

6,543

861,608

15,935

3,772

64,812

141

1,468

3,515

1,250,137

National
libraries:

Other
types of
public
library:

Private
collections:
Religious
libraries:
Museums:

Archives
(local or
national):
Other:

TOTAL
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The following information is a summary of the data
extracted from the survey responses per country and
presented alphabetically.
The survey respondents provided a wealth of new and
significant information about issues that affect them and
what is presented in the following pages is only a summary
of the major issues presented in a standardized format
to provide a level field from which to understand the
difficulties from country to country but without drawing
comparisons between them.

It should be noted that there were large variations in
the participation rates from country to country, and the
summaries presented are in no way intended as conclusions
on the status of documentary heritage in each country;
rather they are conclusions on the status of the memory
institutions that participated.
The information that follows should be considered as a first
step in investigating the needs of documentary heritage
institutions in the region.

General observations on respondents:

Threats and risk preparedness:

The highest number of responses to the survey came from
Algeria which, even with less than 50% participation rate, still
provides a significant number of responses. One striking thing
to appear in the data is that of 156 respondents, 79% (123) are
piivate or family collections. The general profile of the private
collections that should be taken into consideration when reading
the responses is that they are without staff for the most part
(only three collections report having any staff, the maximum
of which is 5 employees) and that their collections constitute
predominantly manuscripts.

97% of the private collections consider themselves located in
a high-risk zone citing natural causes as the main threat; a few
mention specifically the extreme heat in the summer being the
issue. In addition to this, 87% of private collections have been
impacted and 63% have sustained some form of damage to large
parts of their collections over the last 10 years. Given these
very high figures, it’s interesting to note where natural disasters
appears in the table of risks below. Conversely only 12% of the
remaining institutions were impacted during the last 10 years
and 24% of collections sustained any damage.

The quantities of archival documents and printed books are
owned by just 5 of these private collections. A second point of
interest with the private collections is that 37% of the collections
are located in the province of Adrar.

The chart below highlights the very different risks felt
between the private collections and all other institutions.
Only a small percentage of either category of institution
considers security or theft a risk, and although an overwhelming
98% of private collections and 52% of other institutions do not
have any security measures in place, there are very few reports
of items having gone missing in the last 10 years.

The remaining 33 respondents cover a range of institution
types, 36% of which are notably archives. Due to the very
significant differences between the private collections and all
other institution types, the responses from the two groups will
be examined separately.

A large percentage of both private and other institutions
consider that the difficulty to purchase materials is one of the
biggest risks their collections face; whereas issues related to
building infrastructure or lack of training opportunities are
considered very differently by private and all other institutions.
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Status and conditions of the collections:
With regards to the private collections, despite the threat from
extreme temperatures, large proportions of the collections are
in fairly good condition – as shown in the chart below, but there
are also a significant number of private collections with one
quarter or less of their collection in poor condition. However,
one major issue affecting these private collections is the
overwhelming lack of inventorying or cataloguing among them.
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Conditions of collections at other institutions are more varied;
the archival documents are reported to be in predominantly
good condition whereas the printed books pre-1900, of which
over 41,500 are held at different institutions, range between
very good and unusable conditions as demonstrated in the chart
below. Additionally these institutions have greater proportions
of their collections inventoried or catalogued but there is still
progress to be made in making the catalogues available online
or on digital libraries.

Conservation and preservation:

Storage and environmental conditions:

No single private collection has a conservation department,
understandably. One has a single staff member dedicated to
conservation and another is the only collection to carry out
restoration in-house; one institution mentions that restoration
is carried out externally but the remainder declined to answer
which suggests that there is a serious lack of conservation
or restoration work being undertaken at any of the private
collections.

Although lack of space does not seem to pose a risk to a very
high proportion of institutions1 in fact only 12% of institutions and
2% of private collections believe they have enough storage space
for their collections and less still have the adequate furniture to
house their collections. The numbers of respondents that have
equipment to monitor and control the temperature or humidity
is equally low. Only one private collection has any equipment,
and of the other institutions some have air-conditioning in parts
of their collections or mechanical ventilation but 42% have no
equipment at all.

For all other institutions just less than one third have staff
dedicated to conservation or restoration but not necessarily
part of a department and very few have written strategies or
policies for the work which suggests that support could be
required in planning for conservation interventions. However
half of the institutions state that they are able to carry out
scientific analysis prior to an intervention, and those that do not
cite lack of specialized staff or equipment.
All respondents, private and other, face obstacles in finding
suitable materials in-country for conservation or restoration
work, which is why is appears as the most common risk facing
collections. Only one institution – a museum – is able to find the
materials they require and it may be interesting to investigate in
order to share that resource with other institutions.

The needs respondents have to improve their storage areas is
illustrated in the chart below.

1 In the chart of major risks 50% of private collections suffer from lack of space and 30% of all other institutions
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Digitalization:

Training needs:

Two of the private collections have policies for reproduction
and digital preservation but neither these nor any of the other
private collections record any percentages of their collections
that have been digitalized or microfilmed. The main problem
faced is the lack of equipment for digitalization.

12 out of 33 institutions were able to facilitate training in certain
topics for their staff over the past 10 year period. At private
collections understandably no trainings have been provided
as there are almost no staff employed. Despite the lack of
employees, the private collections have defined needs regarding
the areas of training required, shown in the chart below, and it
would be worthwhile to examine who exactly would receive
this training in order to ensure adequate impact.
In addition to the trainings listed in the chart below, all
respondents would benefit from training in emergency planning
and response.

While just under 20% of all other institutions have policies for
reproduction or digital preservation, some steps have been made
to digitalize or microfilm collections, most frequently up to a
quarter of collections have been digitalized but there are some
institutions that have managed to digitalize and microfilm much
larger proportions. The primary problems faced by institutions
in digitalization of collections appear to be most commonly a
lack of staff as well as a lack of equipment.
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Funding and support from government:
Only three of the private collections and two of the remaining
categories of institutions have received any form of technical or
financial support in the last 10 year period and given the very
clear needs for support, training in developing funding proposals
could be beneficial to all institutions. In terms of governmental
support the gap between the needs of institution types appears
mainly in the areas of staffing and professional development –
which is to be expected given that the private collections do
not have employees. However it is interesting to note that in
the topic of legislation for protection documentary heritage,
significantly higher percentages of private collections feel it is an
area where government should provide support.
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BAHRAIN
30

1

No. of memory
institutions contacted

No. of responses to the survey
(3% participation rate)

Categories of participating institutions:
National
libraries

Municipal
libraries

Other types
of public
library

University
libraries

Research
centres

Private
collections

Religious
libraries

Museums

Archives
(local or
national)

Other

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Mcro-films

TOTAL

Type and quantity of collections held:

Manuscripts

Printed
books
before
1900

Printed
books
from1900
to 1960

Old newspapers and
magazines
(before
1960)
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Art on
paper

Heritage
maps

Photographs

Moving
image recordings

Audio
recordings

0

No data provided

Other:

TOTAL

Archival
documents

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

General observations:
Only one memory institution participated in the survey with
only partially completed information which makes it difficult
to draw any meaningful conclusions about the status of the
documentary heritage in Bahrain.
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EGYPT
90

No. of memory
institutions contacted

7

No. of responses to the survey
(8% participation rate)

Categories of participating institutions:
National
libraries

Municipal
libraries

Other types
of public
library

University
libraries

Research
centres

Private
collections

Religious
libraries

Museums

Archives
(local or
national)

Other

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

2

1

1

Mcro-films

TOTAL

Type and quantity of collections held:

Manuscripts

Printed
books
before
1900

Printed
books
from1900
to 1960

Old newspapers and
magazines
(before
1960)

Archival
documents

Art on
paper

Heritage
maps

Photographs

Moving
image recordings

Audio
recordings

50,000

2,000

40,000

100

1,000

500

10

0

0

50

University
libraries:

0

8

308

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Research
centres:

50

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1,000

200

1,000

0

20

20

52

1,100

0

0

0

3,392

10,000

10,000

10,000

0

10,000

1,000

100

5

0

0

0

41,105

Other:

0

308

996

4,300

33

2,000

460

94,000

0

0

0

102,097

TOTAL

61,050

12,516

52,304

4,400

11,053

3,520

622

95,105

0

50

0

240,620

Other
types of
public
library:

93,660

0

50

Museums:

Archives
(local or
national):
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316

General observations on respondents:

Threats and risk preparedness:

The very low response rate from memory institutions in Egypt
does not provide much data on which to make observations
about the situation for documentary heritage institutions.Added
to this, some institutions did not complete the survey and one
institution only completed the first six questions of the survey.
The information presented below should therefore be read in
consideration of there being responses from only six memory
institutions, as opposed to seven.

Only two of the six institutions consider themselves to be
located in a high-risk zone, and yet three institutions report
some form of impact, damage and loss to collections in the
last 10 years. Three different institutions have disaster and
emergency preparedness response plans in place, and five of the
six institutions have had staff trained to respond to emergencies
in the last 5 years. All institutions have some form of security
in place however there are two reports of items having gone
missing and, as shown in the table of risks below, 50% of
respondents consider security or theft to be one of the major
risks facing their collections.

What are the major risks faced by your collections?
Lack of staff training opportunities
Lack of space
Mold or pest infestation

3
3
3
3
3

Bad climatic conditions inside the building
Fire
Security/ theft
Natural disasters
Lack of primary protection enclosures for collection items
Difficulty to purchase material/equipment of conservation/restoration
Water leaks
No compliance with protocol/procedure for handling collection items by staff or readers
Lack of interest from authorities (lack of financial or human resources)
Insufficient or inadequate cleaning policy
Poor building maintenance
Poor building infrastructure
Lack of staff knowledge about preservation issues

3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
0

No. of responses
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Status and conditions of the collections:

Storage and environmental conditions:

From the institutions that supplied information it appears that
most collections, in general, are in ‘fairly good’ condition but
with such little data available it’s difficult to draw meaningful
conclusions. Most collections have been inventoried and
catalogued with some proportions appearing on digital libraries
but less appear to be available on online catalogues.

As demonstrated in the chart below lack of space and bad
climatic conditions are two of the top risks facing collections.
In particular, as shown in the chart below, storage conditions
could be most improved with the addition of more specialized
furniture.

With regards to conservation and preservation, all six institutions
have departments and dedicated staff working in conservation
and restoration and 60% state that it is easy to find the materials
in-country to carry out conservation work.

Digitalization:
Four of the six institutions have reproduction and digital
preservation policies although few institutions report what
percentage of their collections have been digitalized or
microfilmed. The reason for this may be that half of the
institutions report needing more staff to support the digitalizing
of collections, and half report a lack of digitalization equipment.
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Training needs:
Five of the six institutions have been able to facilitate trainings
for their staff in the past 5 years, however the respondents
consider that additional training could be useful in the areas
listed in the chart below.

Funding and support from government:
Five of the six institutions have received financial and technical
support from international sources in the past 5 years which
suggests a good track record in developing funding proposals.
However with regard to support from government the
respondents consider the most important aspects to be greater
visibility on their work and provision of equipment.
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IRAQ
72

52

No. of memory
institutions contacted

No. of responses to the survey
(72% participation rate)

Categories of participating institutions:
National
libraries

Municipal
libraries

Other types
of public
library

University
libraries

Research
centres

Private
collections

Religious
libraries

Museums

Archives
(local or
national)

Other

2

0

1

15

6

3

16

1

3

5

Type and quantity of collections held:

Manuscripts

Printed
books
before
1900

Printed
books
from1900
to 1960

Old newspapers and
magazines
(before
1960)

Archival
documents

Art on
paper

Heritage
maps

Photographs

Moving
image recordings

Audio
recordings

Mcro-films

TOTAL

National
libraries:

4,000

1,200

302,000

41,000

1,001,000

500

4,000

10,000

1,000

500

50,200

1,415,400

Other
types of
public
library:

16

10

45

580

0

0

0

30

0

0

0

681

University
libraries:

2,007

2,634

69,963

22,642

1,467

780

2,100

5,389

10

40

2,325

109,357

Research
centres:

3,456

1,259

2,957

5,800

1,633

115

131

1,990

100

50

5

17,496

Private
collections:

2,326

489

1,521

940

900

150

35

1,450

55

14

0

7,880

Religious
libraries:

49,880

21,869

64,065

35,812

22,211

6,764

4,829

33,700

7,140

11,700

2,220

260,190

Archives
(local or
national):
Other:

TOTAL
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-

No data provided

Museums:

40

1,077

300,050

40,600

1,000,200

100

3,020

9,550

25,530

25,049

52,004

1,457,220

5,400

1,240

2,701

3,200

6,880

1,000

50

7,065,140

1,500

670

1,000

7,088,781

67,125

29,778

743,302

150,574

2,034,291

9,409

14,165

7,127,249

35,335

38,023

107,754

10,357,005

General observations on respondents:
The highest rate of participation from all 18 countries that
participated in the survey was from Iraq, and this high rate
helps to provide a very good insight into the general status of
documentary heritage throughout the country. The high level of
participation from religious and university libraries is

also noteworthy, each making up approximately one third of
responses. Therefore, where appropriate, the data from these
two institution types will be presented separately to all other
institutions, which together constitute approximately the
remaining third, to identify if and where the needs and issues
differ.

Threats and risk preparedness:
50% of all respondents consider themselves located in high-risk
disaster zones, citing war, conflict, terrorism, and in some cases
natural disasters as the underlying threats, and approximately
50% of collections from university libraries and all other
libraries were impacted and suffered damage in the last 10 year
period; some sustaining damage to 100% of their collections. A
marginally lower percentage of the religious libraries’ collections
were damaged but they too report damage and losses; one
religious library reports that 80% of its collection was stolen.
Disaster and emergency response plans are lacking or not
updated in most institutions and on average only 20% of the
institutions have the basic supplies to respond to emergencies

and very few have staff trained to deal with the results of an
emergency.
The major risks facing the collections of these respondents is
illustrated in the chart below, and due to the high proportion
of responses from university and religious libraries the results
have been separated into three groups. Risks from leakages
and fire are a top concern for all institution types but what’s
significant about the information displayed is where the answers
markedly differ for example security or theft is not one of the
main concerns for either university or religious libraries but is
of concern to a large proportion of all other institutions. The
same could be noted for cleaning policies, compliance with
handling policies or natural disasters.
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Status and conditions of the collections:
A trend seems to be present at university libraries, religious
libraries and all other institutions whereby high proportions of
the collections are inventoried and catalogued but only small
proportions of the collections, in most cases none, are available
in digital libraries or online catalogues. There are exceptions in
the cases of one or two institutions.
With regards to the conditions of collections, there are
alarmingly high proportions of collections that are in poor or
unusable condition. The variations of conditions between the
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different institution types is too great to form a meaningful
comparison, therefore the charts below present three document
types which are held in high numbers across all types of
institutions – manuscripts, archival documents, and photographs
– and what they show us is that there are higher quantities of
these three document types in poor or unusable condition than
in good condition.

Conservation and preservation:
38% of the religious libraries have a conservation or restoration
department with dedicated staff and a written strategy. This is
a higher proportion that both university libraries and all other
types of institutions which suggests a high level of structural
organization among the religious libraries.
Mold and pest infestations appear to be an issue for most
institutions and approximately 85% of all institutions do not
manage the treatment for these issues themselves; they either
do not treat or they engage an external company to do the
treatment. However, in terms of finding the appropriate
materials to carry out conservation and restoration work, 40%

of university libraries and other institutions, and over 60% of
religious libraries, state that they are able to find the materials
they need in-country without difficulty although this is at odds
with the answers presented in the list of major risks and should
perhaps be an area for further examination. Finally, 92% of all
institutions are able to apply scientific techniques or analysis
prior to a conservation or restoration treatment which would
suggest that the laboratories of these institutions are well
equipped.

Storage and environmental conditions:
Lack of storage space is something that affects almost all
respondents and the particular needs that the respondents
have to improve their storage conditions is illustrated in the
chart below and it shows that while all respondents struggle to
improve their storages, the university libraries need marginally
more support in this area.

Temperatures are predominantly controlled by air-conditioning
units by all institutions but only a single institution from all 52
has the equipment to monitor the temperatures and humidity
levels and only one has the equipment to monitor light and UV
levels.
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Digitalization:
As illustrated in the chart below, significantly higher proportions
of institutions have reproduction policies than have digital
preservation strategies and yet despite the policies and
strategies being in place, very few institutions have been able to
digitalize or microfilm their collections. Where there has been
progress it is only to a quarter or less of collections.

Lack of equipment, or outdated equipment appears to be the
main barrier to the digitalization and microfilming of collections,
however 60% of university libraries and other institutions, as
well as 50% of religious libraries, also need more staff to be able
to achieve the work.

Training needs:
As there was no clear distinction in the type of training
required by different institution types, the training requirements
are presented jointly in the chart below. The high number of
responses to each training type suggests a very deep need
among all institutions and, when referring back to the list of
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risks facing collections, the lack of training opportunities is a
significant problem for all institutions. One further area that
training should be considered is in emergency planning and
response as less than 20% of institutions had staff trained in this
area in the past 5 years.

Funding and support from government:
Only 10% of all respondents have received funding or technical
support in the past 10 years which, given the clearly defined
needs examined in the sections above suggests that while
institutions are aware of their needs, they are not well equipped
to develop funding proposals.

The support respondents believe should be provided by
government was not significantly different across the institution
types and therefor the responses are presented jointly in the
chart below. What the chart illustrates very clearly is that there
is no particular area that respondents did not feel should be
supported by government.
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JORDAN
43

17

No. of memory
institutions contacted

No. of responses to the survey
(40% participation rate)

Categories of participating institutions:
National
libraries

Municipal
libraries

Other types
of public
library

University
libraries

Research
centres

Private
collections

Religious
libraries

Museums

Archives
(local or
national)

Other

1

0

0

6

2

0

0

1

4

3

Type and quantity of collections held:

Manuscripts

Printed
books
before
1900

Printed
books
from1900
to 1960

Old newspapers and
magazines
(before
1960)

Archival
documents

Art on
paper

Heritage
maps

Photographs

Moving
image
recordings

Audio
recordings

Micro
-film

TOTAL

National
libraries:

100

9,795

2,057

430

1,535,651

750

25

300,000

600

1,500

107

1,851,015

University
libraries:

1,000

1,321

10,157

2,020

23,010

50

50

40

97

50

11,008

48,803

Research
centres:

0

133

607

37

0

9

1

5,000

0

0

0

5,787

Archives
(local or
national):

50

603

21,250

840

3,015,123

0

724

1,510,000

251,100

251,900

550

5,052,140

Other:

0

284

7,548

0

2,000

0

0

0

0

0

0

9,832

1,150

12,136

41,619

3,327

4,575,784

809

800

1,815,040

251,797

253,450

11,665

6,967,577

TOTAL
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General observations:
There are high numbers of both photographic and archival
collections held at the participating memory institutions from
Jordan. One interesting feature to note is that the participating
institutions hold very varied collections spanning almost of all
types of documentary heritage. This diversity is particularly
noteworthy in the four archival institutions.

Threats and risk preparedness:
among all institutions is the lack of training opportunities and
staff knowledge. Despite this low level of external risk however,
approximately half of the respondents have disaster and
emergency plans in place, with basic supplies and staff trained to
respond in case of an emergency.

Only one institution among the respondents considers itself
located in a high-risk zone. None have had their collections
threatened or impacted in the last 10 years and less than a
quarter of respondents report incidents of damage, theft or loss
during this period – always at less than 5% of their collections.
This information is reflected in the chart below detailing the
major risks facing collection whereby the most common risk

What are the major risks faced by your collections?
Lack of staff training opportunities
Lack of staff knowledge about preservation issues
Difficulty to purchase material/equipment of conservation/restoration
Lack of primary protection enclosures for collection items
Mold or pest infestation
Lack of space
Poor building infrastructure
Bad climatic conditions inside the building
Water leaks
Fire
Security/ theft
Natural disasters
Lack of interest from authorities (lack of financial or human resources)
Insufficient or inadequate cleaning policy
No compliance with protocol/procedure for handling collection items by staff or readers
Poor building maintenance

9
6
6
5
5
4
4
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
0
0

No. of responses
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Status and conditions of the collections:
Due to the large quantity of archival documents and
photographs, and the range of institutions at which they
are held, the conditions of these two types of documentary
heritage are illustrated in more detail in the tables below.
The majority of both the archival documents and
photographs are reported to be in either very good or
fairly good condition.
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One discrepancy lies with a single institution that holds a
high number of both categories of documents reporting
50% of their collections in poor condition. Further
investigation would be useful to understand the reasons
underlying this discrepancy.

Conservation and preservation:
Staff knowledge about preservation seems to be an
issue for most of the respondents and it features second
on the list of risks facing collections. Less that 30% of
these institutions have staff dedicated to restoration or
conservation; those that do, carry out conservation and
restoration in-house, the remainder

carry out the conservation treatments externally.
And while mold and pest infestations is a common risk
to face many of the respondents, less than 20% are able
to apply treatments and only 30% have the materials and
equipment to apply scientific techniques or analysis prior
to a conservation or restoration treatment.

Storage and environmental conditions:
The lack of specialized furniture for the storage areas is
a bigger risk to these institutions than the lack of space,
which is supported by the information in the table of risks
above; however a bigger issue still is the lack of knowledge
about documentation techniques (see the chart below).

The chart also illustrates that the environmental conditions
are not a major concern: all but three institutions have
equipment to control temperature and humidity levels,
however only one of the respondents is able to measure
light or UV levels.

Digitalization:
Less than half of respondents have a reproduction policy
and fewer still have a digitalization strategy, and this is
apparent when detailing the proportion of collections
that have been digitalized. Only three institutions seem
to demonstrate consistency in the digitalization of their
documentary heritage and the remainder have only small

percentages digitalized on microfilmed, if at all. The two
main issues faced are in having low numbers of qualified
staff to carry out the work, and in having outdated
equipment.
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Training needs:
40% of the respondents have facilitated some kind of
specialized training of their staff over the past 5 years.
Yes despite this, the respondents consider the lack of staff
knowledge and a need for further specialized training a
primary issue which would suggest that the trainings being

Funding and support from government:
Less than one third of respondents have received any
financial or technical support in the last 10 years which is
why the overwhelming response regarding support from
government is financial. It is interesting to note, despite the
need for training, that most respondents do not consider
professional development opportunities something that
could be supported by government.
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offered are either not targeting the right staff members
or it is not sufficient. The list of trainings selected by
respondents in the chart below should be considered
alongside further training in storage management
(documentation and collections management).

© UNESCO
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KUWAIT
18

8

No. of memory
institutions contacted

No. of responses to the survey
(44% participation rate)

Categories of participating institutions:
National
libraries

Municipal
libraries

Other types
of public
library

University
libraries

Research
centres

Private
collections

Religious
libraries

Museums

Archives
(local or
national)

Other

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

5

2

0

Type and quantity of collections held:
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Manuscripts

Printed
books
before
1900

Printed
books
from1900
to 1960

Old newspapers and
magazines
(before
1960)

Archival
documents

Art on
paper

Heritage
maps

Photographs

Moving
image
recordings

Audio
recordings

Micro
-film

TOTAL

Research
centres:

2,000

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1,000

3,000

Museums:

4,000

110

150

200

500

302

0

3,000

21

141

0

8,424

Archives
(local or
national):

0

1,000

1,000

300

20,000,000

100

70,000

34,000

100

3,000

10,000

20,119,500

TOTAL

6,000

1,110

1,150

500

20,000,500

402

70,000

37,000

121

3,141

11,000

20,130,924

General observations on respondents:

Threats and risk preparedness:

Although there is a relatively high rate of participation
from Kuwait, the 8 respondents represent only three
categories of institution type in addition to which many of
the respondents did not fully complete the survey which
makes it difficult to draw meaningful conclusions.

None of the institutions surveyed consider themselves
to be located in a high risk disaster zone although
3 institutions report some form of damage in the
last 10 years. Only 2 of the participating institutions
have emergency response plans - none of them have
any staff trained in this area – although fire and water
leakage appear high on the list of risks facing collections,
shown in the chart below.
These institutions do not appear to have any issues with
security; all have some form of security in place and no
items were reported missing in the last 10 years.

What are the major risks faced by your collections?
Lack of staff training opportunities
Lack of interest from authorities (lack of financial or human resources)
Water leaks
Fire
Poor building maintenance
Mold or pest infestation
Security/ theft
Lack of space
Insufficient or inadequate cleaning policy
Lack of staff knowledge about preservation issues
Lack of primary protection enclosures for collection items
Poor building infrastructure
Difficulty to purchase material/equipment of conservation/restoration
Natural disasters
No compliance with protocol/procedure for handling collection items by staff or readers
Bad climatic conditions inside the building

4
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
0

No. of responses
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Status and conditions of the collections:

Conservation and preservation:

Conditions of the documents across these institutions vary
widely ranging from one institution that reports 50% of its
collections held are in unusable condition, while another
institution states that all of its collections are in very good
condition.

Half of the respondents have specialized departments for
conservation with dedicated staff, but only three have a written
conservation or restoration strategy. Half of the respondents
state that they are able to find suitable materials for conservation
or restoration; the remainder state it can only be purchased
internationally, which supposes that these institutions are using
very different materials for their conservation work. Similarly
the response for dealing with mold or pest infestations is equally
divided between those who do treat, or those who outsource
the treatment.

Only one institution has almost all of its collection inventoried,
catalogued, and available on a digital library. The remainder have
only made partial inroads into inventorying or cataloguing.

Storage and environmental conditions:

Digitalization:

Space and furniture do not present any issues for these
institutions, however improving the environmental conditions
of the storage areas is considered a necessity to over half
of respondents. Although 80% the respondents have air
conditioning installed for their collections, only 3 institutions
have the equipment to monitor the humidity levels and only one
monitors light and UV levels.

50% of respondents have a digital preservation strategy however
most institutions record that less that 50% or in many cases
none of their collection has been digitalized. The problem cited
for this are lack of staff, or that the equipment is too old and
needs maintenance

Training needs:
The chart below illustrates the training considered necessary
to help preserve collections. Additionally, training in emergency
planning and response could be beneficial.

What are the fields in which additional training is
needed to better preserve your collections?
Conservation/restoration
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4

Preventive conservation

3

Digitization

3

Cataloging

3

Preservation

2

Collection storage management

2

Handling and circulation

0

Microfilm reproduction

0

Basic repairs

0

No. of responses

Funding and support from government:
Only one institution has received any technical or financial
support in the last 10 years which correlates to this appearing
at the top of the list of support required from government.
Respondents also consider that government should play a role
in communication and raising awareness about the importance
of documentary heritage.

What type of support do you think the government should provide to
documentary heritage institutions?
Financial support to improve institutional capacity/infrastructure

4

Public outreach/awareness raising

4

More communication/ visibility on the work of documentary institutions

4

Human resources

3

Strengthen existing laws on protection of documentary heritage

2

Professional development opportunities

2

If no laws protecting documentary heritage exist, develop national legislation

2

Equipment

1

Networking & partnerships

1

Research

0

No. of responses
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LEBANON
85

25

No. of memory
institutions contacted

No. of responses to the survey
(29% participation rate)

Categories of participating institutions:
National
libraries

Municipal
libraries

Other types
of public
library

University
libraries

Research
centres

Private
collections

Religious
libraries

Museums

Archives
(local or
national)

Other

1

0

0

7

3

2

3

2

2

5

Type and quantity of collections held:

Manuscripts

Printed
books
before
1900

Printed
books
from1900
to 1960

Old newspapers and
magazines
(before
1960)

Archival
documents

Art on
paper

Heritage
maps

Photographs

Moving
image
recordings

Audio
recordings

Micro
-film

TOTAL

National
libraries:

10

3,448

6,157

1,753

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

11,368

University
libraries:

4,495

24,851

184,840

3,240

9,652,720

7,127

3,298

1,218,903

5,620

13,700

37,400

11,156,194

Research
centres:

10,001

330

2,724

189

1,100

1,285

1

13,099

419

497

6,200

35,845

7

200,000

100,000

0

2,000

0

0

5,000

0

0

0

307,007

Religious
libraries:

700

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

700

Museums:

140

670

1,300

0

6

1,140

0

23,300

0

24

0

26,580

Private
collections:

Archives
(local or
national):
Other:

TOTAL
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0

No data provided

4,650

410

600

1,150

10,500

50

9

504,193

10

53

36,560

558,185

20,003

229,709

295,621

6,332

9,666,326

9,602

3,308

1,764,495

6,049

14,274

80,160

12,095,879

General observations on respondents:

Threats and risk preparedness:

There was participation from a wide range of institutions in
Lebanon which provides a useful cross-section of the issues
affecting them. One interesting point to note is the large
collection of printed booked pre-1900 held at just two private
collections.

36% of respondents consider that they are located in a high-risk
zone, some citing conflict and political instability as the cause
and 20% have had their collections impacted or threated in the
last 10 years. There are fewer incidents of items having been
lost in this period and only one institution reports theft of part
of the collection. In terms of security 70% of respondents have
an alarm system installed or guards in place outside of working
hours.

It is also interesting to see that university libraries hold very
diverse types of documentary heritage within their collections,
notably almost 4,500 manuscripts, over 3,000 heritage maps and
over 7,000 pieces of art on paper.

The chart below illustrates that a lack of space and the potential
for leakages are more of a concern than security or theft. It
is interesting to note that, despite the mentions of political
instability affecting institutions, lack of interest from authorities
falls in sixth place on the list of risks.

What are the major risks faced by your collections?
Lack of space

13

Water leaks

13

Fire

11

Lack of staff training opportunities

10

Difficulty to purchase material/equipment of conservation/restoration

9

Security/ theft

8

Lack of interest from authorities (lack of financial or human resources)

7

Lack of staff knowledge about preservation issues

5

Mold or pest infestation

4

Lack of primary protection enclosures for collection items

3

Insufficient or inadequate cleaning policy

3

Natural disasters

3

Bad climatic conditions inside the building

2

Poor building maintenance

2

No compliance with protocol/procedure for handling collection items by staff or readers

0

Poor building infrastructure

0

No. of responses
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Status and conditions of the collections:
It’s difficult to make general conclusions about the conditions
of the collections held by these institutions because they vary
markedly between document type and institution. However one
area that seems consistent across all participants is that there
appears to be more information about the collections if they
are in good condition – for example an institution may record
that up to ¼ of its collection is in very good condition, and not
provide information on the conditions of the remaining ¾ of
the collection.

To illustrate this and to give an overview of conditions, two
document types are presented in the charts below- printed
books pre-1900 and photographs – which were selected
because significant numbers of these document types are held
across different institutions.

Conservation and preservation:

Storage:

36% of respondents have specialized departments with
dedicated staff accompanied by written strategies to carry out
the conservation and restoration needs of the collections. It’s
worth noting that this percentage excludes the two private
institutions with their substantial collections. However, only
20% of respondents are able to find the suitable materials for
conservation or restoration in-country – indeed this is one of
the top risks facing collection - which may be a part of the
reason why only 44% of respondents are able to apply scientific
technique or analysis before a treatment.

Alongside risks from leakages, lack of space is a major risk for
these collections. 56% of respondents state they do not have
enough storage space and 60% do not have the adequate
furniture to correctly house their collections. Respondents
consider that storage conditions could be additionally improved
through training in documentation and collections management
as a priority among other needs, as detailed in the chart below.

In the case of Printed Books pre-1900 there are at least 9
institutions with proportions of their collections in poor
condition, and one – a private collection – with all of its
collection in unusable condition. The case for photographs is
different where higher proportions of the collections are in
good condition.

Environmental conditions:
The environmental conditions appear to be less of a concern
for these institutions – it does not appear very high on the
list of major risks facing collections nor as a pressing need for
improving storage conditions. That all institutions except one
(a private collection) have some form of equipment to both
monitor and control temperature and humidity supports this.
76% of respondents, however, are not equipped to monitor
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light or UV levels. Suggestions for improving the environmental
conditions include upgrading or installing new equipment, or
moving parts of the collection to areas with better climactic
conditions. One participant notes the need to monitor and filter
for air pollution which might be something that all institutions
could consider.

Digitalization:
Around half of the respondents have a reproduction policy or
a digital preservation strategy nevertheless very few have been
able to digitalize more than one quarter of their collections (one
exception to note is photographic collections at the various
institutions where significantly greater proportions have been
digitalized) and less has been achieved in terms of microfilming.

The problems with digitalization seem to fall equally between
lack of staff and lack of equipment which, as demonstrated in the
chart below, are also the two main needs the respondents have
to improve digital access.

Training needs:
60% of institutions have been able to facilitate training for
some staff members in some topics during the last 5 years but
based on the information illustrated in the chart below there
is still clearly a need for additional training, most notably in
digitalization and collections storage management.

Funding and support from government:
Only 20% of respondents have received funding or technical
support in the last 10 years, primarily from international
organizations. Given the needs and priorities detailed in the
responses to the survey questions, this perhaps suggests a need
for support in developing successful funding applications.

In terms of government support the majority of respondents
felt the focus should be on financial support. Notable in the
responses to the question on government support is how few
of the university libraries responded to this question, perhaps
indicating that they consider support for memory institutions
should be found outside of government.
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LIBYA
29

No. of memory
institutions contacted

14

No. of responses to the survey
(48% participation rate)

Categories of participating institutions:
National
libraries

Municipal
libraries

Other types
of public
library

University
libraries

Research
centres

Private
collections

Religious
libraries

Museums

Archives
(local or
national)

Other

4

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

8

1

Type and quantity of collections held:

National
libraries:
Private
collections:
Archives
(local or
national):
Other:

TOTAL
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Manuscripts

Printed
books
before
1900

Printed
books
from1900
to 1960

Old newspapers and
magazines
(before
1960)

Archival
documents

Art on
paper

Heritage
maps

Photographs

Moving
image
recordings

Audio
recordings

Micro
-film

TOTAL

2,100

13,235

13,500

10,050

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

38,885

130

200

400

300

90

20

59

20

17

27

29

1,292

80,000

0

2,050

1,750

202,587

550

16,358

49,069

0

8,500

5,000

365,864

130

2

50

10

1,300

0

0

0

0

10

0

1,502

82,360

13,437

16,000

12,110

203,977

570

16,417

49,089

17

8,537

5,029

407,543

General observations on respondents:
The rate of survey participation from Libya was relatively high
however when reviewing the data it is necessary to note that
85% of the respondents constitute a form of state-run institution
– 8 archives and 4 national libraries – and the remaining two are
privately managed collections with less than 20 staff members.

Therefore, where appropriate, the data from private or
governmental institutions will be examined separately.

Threats and risk preparedness:
The two private institutions do not consider themselves located
in high-risk zones, nor have their collections been impacted
or threatened in the last 10 years although they do report
percentages of their collections lost or stolen in this time period
(between 10 and 30%). Conversely, of the 12 governmental
institutions 65% report themselves located in a high-risk zone,
citing conflict as the main risk, and the same number also report
impact or threats to their collections in the last 10 years – just
over 40% report damage to their collections in this time period;
three of them recording damage to 100% of their collections
and one recording damage to 50%. Smaller proportions of the
same collections are reported to have been lost or stolen over
the last 10 years.

Despite the high levels of damage and loss reported, of all
the respondents only one private collection has a disaster
and emergency preparedness response plan and across the
board none have the supplies or staff trained to respond to an
emergency. In terms of security, the private collections have no
form of security at their institutions but do not report any thefts
over the last 10 years and while the majority of governmental
institutions do have security measures in place 40% of them
report thefts during the last 10 year period.
The risks that face collections are similar across all institution
types as shown in the table below. It’s interesting to note that
despite the threats, damage and losses reported security is not
listed as the highest risk facing collections.

What are the major risks faced by your collections?
Lack of interest from authorities (lack of financial or human resources)
Poor building maintenance
Bad climatic conditions inside the building
Mold or pest infestation
Lack of primary protection enclosures for collection items
Difficulty to purchase material/equipment of conservation/restoration
Lack of space
Fire
Security/ theft
Lack of staff training opportunities
Lack of staff knowledge about preservation issues
Poor building infrastructure
Insufficient or inadequate cleaning policy
Water leaks
No compliance with protocol/procedure for handling collection items by staff or readers
Natural disasters

8
8
7
6
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
2
1
1

No. of responses
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Status and conditions of the collections:
High proportions of collections across all document types are
reported to be in poor condition. The table below illustrates
the conditions of manuscripts held which was selected for
illustration because it is the document type held across all
categories of participating institutions and therefore provides
an insight into the conditions of rest of the collections held.

In terms of record keeping, proportions of the collections have
been inventoried (in some cases all of the documents held
have been inventoried) but less progress has been made in
cataloguing or in making the information available online or on
a digital library.

Conservation and preservation:
Six institutions, including the two private institutions have staff
dedicated to working on restoration or conservation however
only two have a written policy or strategy guiding their work.
In addition to this, 95% of institution cannot easily get hold of
the materials for conservation or restoration work; the only
institution that reports being able to find the materials easily

in-country is a private collection. This private collection is
also the only institution that is able to treat for mold or pest
infestations – the remaining institutions either do not treat or
they contract with external companies to do the treatment.This
is significant given that the issue of mold or pest infestations
features prominently on the list of risks facing collections.

Conditions of Manuscripts at all Institutions
4

Very good condition
Fairly good condition

2

Poor condition
1

1

1-25%

11

26-49%

0.5

1

1

Unusable condition

1

51-75%

76-99%

All

Storage:

Environmental conditions:

Lack of space also features highly on the list of risks facing
collections (see the table above) and 85% of institutions
(including the two private institutions) have neither the space or
adequate furniture to house their collections.What is illustrated
in the table below is that the private institutions understand
very clearly their storage needs which fall into four specific
areas, however the governmental institutions have a much wider
range of needs.

Temperatures in storage rooms are controlled among 80% of
institution by the presence of air-conditioning units, however
there is a major lack among all institutions of the equipment to
monitor humidity levels and light or UV levels.

Digitalization:
Very few of the institutions have any parts of their collections
microfilmed or digitalized. A few exceptions to note are: one
archive with all of its 10,000 manuscripts both microfilmed
and digitalized; a second archive with almost half of its 15,000
heritage maps have been digitalized; and one of the private
institutions have made progress digitalizing and microfilming
one quarter of its entire collection.
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Most of the problems encountered in this area are to do
with equipment or lack of staff. With regards to the needs
for improving digital access the responses converged in three
areas: training of staff; cataloguing of collections and provision
of equipment.

Training needs:
Staff training needs are very similar across all institution types
with training in areas of conservation and restoration appearing
at the top of the list, as shown in the chart below.
In addition to this, training could be beneficial in the following
areas:
• Emergency planning and response – no single institution
has had staff trained in this field in the past 5 years.

• Digitalization – as mentioned in the section above this is
one of the needs stated by all institutions
• Training in storage management through collection 		
management or documentation techniques.
• Needs assessment for the development of funding
applications

Funding and support from government:
Only two of the 14 institutions have received funding or
technical support in the last 10 years; one of which received
local support and the other received international support.
The responses to the type of support that the government
should provide, illustrated in the chart below, reflects very
clearly the primary needs of these institutions: that of funding,
training and awareness-raising.
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MAURITANIA
196

47

No. of memory
institutions contacted

No. of responses to the survey
(24% participation rate)

Categories of participating institutions:
National
libraries

Municipal
libraries

Other types
of public
library

University
libraries

Research
centres

Private
collections

Religious
libraries

Museums

Archives
(local or
national)

Other

0

1

0

1

1

30

8

1

0

5

Type and quantity of collections held:

Manuscripts

Printed
books
before
1900

Printed
books
from1900
to 1960

Old newspapers and
magazines
(before
1960)

Archival
documents

Art on
paper

Heritage
maps

Photographs

Moving
image
recordings

Audio
recordings

Micro
-film

TOTAL

Municipal
libraries

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

University
libraries:

0

0

30

600

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

630

Research
centres:

67

10

15

1

8

15

1

0

1

5

0

123

Private
collections:

27,158

373

1,025

100

1,717

0

0

0

20

250

0

30,643

Religious
libraries:

1,893

103

93

0

0

0

0

0

12

100

0

2,201

Museums:

0

0

1

0

0

10

10

500

0

0

0

521

1,160

930

438

60

1,663

6

5

12,000

15

20

0

16,297

30,278

1,421

1,602

761

3,388

31

16

12,500

48

375

0

50,420

Other:

TOTAL
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General observations on respondents:

Threats and risk preparedness:

64% of all respondents from Mauritania are family or private
collections and the majority of the documents held inside these
private collections are manuscripts. Given that they constitute
the majority of responses from Mauritania and have different
needs to other types of institutions, where necessary, their
responses will be presented separately.

Only 10% of respondents consider themselves located in a
high-risk disaster zone, citing natural causes as the main threat
however despite this low number, over a quarter of institutions
state their collections have been impacted in the last 10 years.
The impact reported is significant, affecting 40% or 50% of the
collections and in one case up to 80%. The exact cause of the
impact is unclear however the table of risks below indicates that
one area of major concern affecting both private and all other
collections is the risk of water leakage.
Despite the risks listed above, only one of the institutions
surveyed has a disaster and emergency preparedness response
plan in place, and across the board no single institution, private
or other, has the supplies or the staff trained to deal with an
emergency.
Security is another area for concern where 80% of institutions
have neither burglar alarms nor security guards working outside
of normal hours and 15% report items missing from collections
in the last 10 years.The issue of security affects both private and
other types of institutions equally.
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Status and conditions of collections:
In describing the conditions, the respondents generally record a
quite high proportion of items in good condition which seems
at odds with information provided elsewhere in the survey
where conditions of collections are suffering. The charts below
provide an illustration of the conditions of manuscripts held at
private and all other institutions. Manuscripts were selected for
illustration because it is the most commonly held document
type by private collectors, and because it is

where the most information is provided by other institutions.
What the tables show is the high proportion of collections in
very good or fairly good condition. Where poor conditions are
reported, it is usually in smaller proportions of the collections.

Conservation and preservation:

Storage:

Conservation seems to be a top area for concern among
respondents. Only four institutions have a written strategy
for conservation or restoration, none of which are the private
collections. Mold and pest infestations is one of the second
highest areas for concern among all institutions and 60% of
institutions are not able to treat for these issue themselves and
a further 11% outsource the treatment to an external company.
Furthermore, 70% of the institutions state that it’s not possible
to find the materials to carry out conservation work in-country.

While lack of space does not appear very high on the list of
risks facing collections, in fact most institutions, both private
and other, state that they do not have sufficient storage or the
adequate furniture to house their collections. The table below
shows the storage needs of the different institution types, and
what it demonstrates very clearly is that private collections
need a great deal of support in managing their storage areas.

Environmental conditions:
80% of private collections and 59% of all other institutions
recognize a need to improve the environmental conditions of
their collections (see the table on improving storage conditions
above): only 3 institutions (one of them a private collection) have
air conditioning installed and only 2 have mechanical ventilation.
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The remainder have no equipment to monitor or control
temperature and humidity. Finally only 2 institutions (one
private, one not) have equipment to monitor light or UV levels.

Digitalization:
50% of private collections have a reproduction policy as well as a
digital preservation strategy: approximately 1/3 of these private
collections have digitalized significant proportions of their
manuscript collections although less work has been accomplished
in microfilming of the manuscripts. All other institutions have
made much less progress and only very small proportions of a few
collections have been digitalized and none have been microfilmed.

Problems cited are to do with equipment: either lack of, or it
being out of order.
These differences are reflected in the table below where private
collections consider training for staff the most urgent need,
whereas other institutions consider purchasing equipment for
digitalization as the most urgent need.

Training needs:
The areas in which training is considered necessary are relatively
similar between all institution types, as shown in the table below.

• Emergency planning and response – no single institution has staff
that have been trained in this area in the last 5 years

To further support these institutions and based on information
gathered from elsewhere in the survey, training in the following areas
should also be considered:

• Documentation techniques and collections management – more
than 80% of private collections believe this is a necessary

Funding and support from government:
Despite the very clear needs of these institutions only four of the 47
respondents have received any financial or technical support (only one
of these is a private collection). With regards to support specifically
from government the table below illustrates the differing priorities

between institution types: while all institutions feel equally that financial
support as well as networking are areas for government to support, the
private institutions would like to see more support from government
in legislation, provision of equipment, outreach and provision of human
resources.
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MOROCCO
64

33

No. of memory
institutions contacted

No. of responses to the survey
(52% participation rate)

Categories of participating institutions:
National
libraries

Municipal
libraries

Other types
of public
library

University
libraries

Research
centres

Private
collections

Religious
libraries

Museums

Archives
(local or
national)

Other

1

0

6

1

1

7

12

1

2

2

Type and quantity of collections held:

Manuscripts

Printed
books
before
1900

Printed
books
from1900
to 1960

Old newspapers and
magazines
(before
1960)

Archival
documents

Art on
paper

Heritage
maps

Photographs

Moving
image
recordings

Audio
recordings

Micro
-film

TOTAL

National
libraries:

13,486

6,000

20,000

3,400

0

4,000

10,000

50,000

1,200

2,500

13,000

123,586

Other
types of
public
library:

9,464

2,921

2,769

4,103

700,094

0

616

45,104

52

635

5,582

771,340

University
libraries:

2,149

1,314

12,761

30,575

16,587

0

0

9,292

0

331

28,049

101,058

Research
centres:

700

10

4

6

100

0

0

3

0

25

10

858

Private
collections:

17,933

15,509

48,824

35,949

56,760

237

10

120

5

100

0

175,447

Religious
libraries:

4,362

1,422

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5,784

Museums:

0

0

75

44

2,300

0

35

250

0

0

0

2,704

Archives
(local or
national):

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

30,000

50

50

500

30,600

103

0

0

22,708

250

0

0

0

0

292

156,000

179,353

48,197

27,176

84,433

96,785

776,091

4,237

10,661

134,769

1,307

3,933

203,141

1,390,730

Other:

TOTAL
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General observations on respondents:
What is striking about the respondents from Morocco is the high
number of religious libraries that participated (36% of responses)
holding exclusively collections of manuscripts and printed books
pre-1900. It should be noted when considering capabilities and
needs that each of these religious libraries has only one employee.

The remaining institutions are evenly spread in terms of
collection types and size of collections which provides a very
useful cross-section. Where appropriate, data from religious
libraries will be examined separately due to their differing needs.

Threats and risk preparedness:
All 33 respondents unanimously agree that they are not located
in a high-risk zone and only a small percentage record that their
collections have been damaged or lost over the past 10 years –
one private collection reports damage to 70% of its collection
although the reason for the damage is unclear. Perhaps due
to the low risks less than 10% of institutions have emergency
preparedness plans and fewer still with staff trained to respond
to emergencies.

What constitutes an emergency and requires a response plan
perhaps needs to be addressed because, as demonstrated in the
table below, water leakage as well as mold or pest infestations
pose major risks to the collections.There was consensus among
all institutions as to the types of risks most commonly faced.
With regards to security 40% of institutions have no security in
place at their institutions and yet, surprisingly, very few thefts are
reported to have taken place in the last 10 years. Only 20% of
institutions report stolen items, none of which are the group of
religious libraries which among them have no security systems.

What are the major risks faced by your collections?
Water leaks
Mold or pest infestation
Lack of staff knowledge about preservation issues
Fire
Bad climatic conditions inside the building
Lack of primary protection enclosures for collection items
Lack of staff training opportunities
Poor building maintenance
Security/ theft
Poor building infrastructure
Difficulty to purchase material/equipment of conservation/restoration
Lack of space
Lack of interest from authorities (lack of financial or human resources)
Natural disasters
No compliance with protocol/procedure for handling collection items by staff or readers
Insufficient or inadequate cleaning policy

23
23
19
17
16
15
13
11
9
9
6
6
5
2
1
1

No. of responses
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Status and conditions of the collections:
The religious libraries’ collections of manuscripts and printed
books pre-1900 are all reported to be in fairly good condition
with the exception of a small proportion of just three of the
libraries reporting bad conditions. Standing at odds with this
information however, is that all the religious libraries reported
that the most urgent need to improve access to their collections
was to carry out conservation or restoration due to the bad
conditions of the collections. There seems to be a disconnect
in the assessment of conditions which should be addressed.

Religious libraries also all report their collections to be
inventoried and catalogued, but none are available in online
catalogues or digital libraries.
A different picture appears at all other institutions where the
various collections are held range in condition from very good
to unusable. The conditions of manuscripts, archival document,
audio recordings and printed books (1900 - 1960) are presented
in the tables below as they provide representative samples of
the types of collections held.

Conditions of Printed Books from 1900 - 1960 at all
institutions (except religious libraries)
11

Very good condition
Fairly good condition

5
4
3

Poor condition

3
2

2

1
1-25%
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26-49%

Unusable condition

2
1
50%

51-75%

76-99%

All

Conservation and preservation:

Storage and environmental conditions:

This area seems to be a particular problem for respondents from
Morocco. Only four of the respondents have a conservation or
restoration department within their institutions and across the board
none of them have a written strategy or policy for conservation of
their documentary heritage. Most institutions state that they do not
have labs or qualified staff to carry out analysis on objects prior to
conservation or restoration and, additionally, finding the materials for
conservation or restoration treatment in-country is an issue. Mold and
pest infestation is considered one of the top risks facing collections and
yet 79% of respondents do not treat for it.

Although lack of space does not rank very high on the risks facing
collections, 70% of respondents do not have enough space or the
adequate furniture to store collections, among them primarily the
private collections and religious libraries. However, as demonstrated in
the chart below, the most pressing need respondents have to improve
their collections is the environmental conditions – 67% of respondents
do not have any equipment to monitor or control temperature and
humidity, and 85% are not equipped to monitor light and UV levels.

Digitalization:
The religious libraries have neither reproduction nor
digitalization policies in place and none of them report any part
of their collections to have been digitalized or microfilmed.
As demonstrated in the chart below this is due to a lack of
equipment across all religious libraries. Of the remaining
institutions, one third of the institutions have policies for

both digitalization and reproduction, and some small steps
among them have been taken in digitalizing or microfilming
their collections. 40% of these institutions (excluding religious
libraries) carry out their microfilming internally or both
internally and externally, although some do face the problem of
a lack of staff or equipment needing updating.

Training needs:
Around 15% of the institutions have been able to provide
training for employees in the past 5 years. The religious
libraries have unanimous and clear cut answers for their
training needs, whereas the training needs of the remaining
institutions are spread across a variety of themes, and so in
the chart below the religious libraries are presented separately.

In addition to the training noted in the chart, training should
also be considered in emergency response planning and
preparedness - 90% of respondents do not have a plan in place
or staff trained.

Funding and support from government:
60% of institutions have received funding from governmental sources in
the last 10 years (only one mentions an international source) and the
majority of these are the religious libraries. However with the lack of
materials and equipment evident at these institutions it appears there
is a gap between the assessment of needs and the application for funds
which should be addressed.

As with the training needs above, the support considered necessary
from government varies between religious libraries and other
institutions and therefore their answers have been separated in the
table below:
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OMAN
44

9

No. of memory
institutions contacted

No. of responses to the survey
(20% participation rate)

Categories of participating institutions:
National
libraries

Municipal
libraries

Other types
of public
library

University
libraries

Research
centres

Private
collections

Religious
libraries

Museums

Archives
(local or
national)

Other

0

1

2

0

1

1

0

1

1

2

Audio
recordings

Micro
-film

Type and quantity of collections held:
Manuscripts

Printed
books
before
1900

Printed
books
from1900
to 1960

Old newspapers and
magazines
(before
1960)

Archival
documents

Municipal
libraries

Heritage
maps

Photographs

Moving
image
recordings

TOTAL

-

No data provided

Other
types of
public
library:

150

20

40

20

10

15

7

16

1

16

1

296

Research
centres:

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

100

20

70

0

200

4,000

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4,000

70

120

100

30

80

300

100

4,000

150

200

0

5,150

Private
collections:

Museums:

Archives
(local or
national):
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Art on
paper

-

No data provided

Other:

5,000

1,000

300

300

0

0

0

20

30

30

3,000

9,680

TOTAL

9,230

1,140

440

350

90

315

107

4,136

201

316

3,001

19,326

General observations on respondents:

Threats and risk preparedness:

Drawing conclusions based on such a low response rate
is difficult and further complicated by many respondents
only completing part of the survey. This may be the cause of
some underlying discrepancies in the survey results where,
for example, staff knowledge about preservation issues is not
listed as a risk to collections, however preservation is listed as
one of the top training needs.

Respondents unanimously agree that they are not situated in a
high-risk location, nevertheless two institutions report that their
collections have been threatened in the past 10 years, which
resulted in some damage to items and, in one case, theft of 15%
of the collection. Just under half of the institutions have disaster
and emergency response plans in place as well as supplies
necessary to respond to emergencies, however across the
institutions there is a lack of staff trained in emergency response.
Lack of adequate security is an issue for half of the respondents.
Other risks that affect these collections are highlighted in the
table below. What is significant about this list of risks is the
areas that the institutions did not feel were a threat to their
collections. These will be examined in the sections below.

What are the major risks faced by your collections?
4
4
4

Lack of interest from authorities (lack of financial or human resources)
Fire
Mold or pest infestation
Lack of space
Security/ theft
Lack of staff training opportunities
Water leaks
Insuffic ient or inadequate cleaning policy
Poor building infrastruc ture
Poor building maintenance
Bad c limatic conditions inside the building
Natural disasters
Difficulty to purchase material/equipment of conservation/restoration
Lack of staff knowledge about preservation issues
Lack of primary protection enclosures for collection items
no compliance with protocol/procedure for handling collection items by staff or readers

0
0
0
0

1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3

No. of responses

Status and conditions of the collections:

Conservation and preservation:

All respondents that provided information report their
collections to be in fairly or very good condition, without
exception. Only two institutions provided data about the
status of their collections, both of which have inventoried and
catalogued large proportions of their documentary heritage.

Only four of the 9 participating institutions have in-house
conservation or restoration departments with written strategies
guiding their work. The remaining respondents have neither
specialised departments, nor written strategies. Mold or pest
infestation is among the top risks facing collections - only one
quarter of the respondents are able to treat the issue themselves.
Interestingly, Omani respondents are divided as to whether it is
easy to access the materials for conservation and restoration incountry or not which raises the question of why some can get
hold of materials and others not. Nevertheless, no institution
recorded this as a risk to collections. However all institutions
(with one exception citing lack of knowledge) are able to
apply scientific techniques or analysis before a conservation
treatment.
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Storage:
Matching with the major risks identified, 70% of respondents
report that they do not have enough storage space to house
their collections. However there is a discrepancy in the data
provided where in the table of risks no single institution
considered the lack of primary protection enclosures an issue,

but 56% of respondents noted elsewhere that they do not have
adequate or sufficient furniture to store collections. However
the most important need that institutions have for their storage
is the improvement of security, illustrated in the chart below.

Environmental conditions:

Digitalization:

Improved environmental conditions are not high on the
list of storage needs, nor do climatic conditions appear high
on the list of risks. Only two out of 9 respondents do not
have any equipment to monitor and control the temperature
and humidity levels of their collections but six out of the
9 do not have equipment for monitoring light and UV levels.

This seems to be an area of difficulty for the respondents:
two institutions have done significant work in digitalizing their
collections however the remainder have not and very little of
the collections overall are microfilmed. Unfortunately too few
respondents provided an answer on the reasons behind their
problems with digitalizing or microfilming to provide a clear
answer.

Training needs:
Lack of training opportunities is listed as one of the major risks
facing collections and this is supported by the response that staff
at only two institutions received training in the past 5 years. In
addition to the requirements in the table below, training could
also be beneficial in the following areas:
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• Digitalization – although not listed by institutions, the low
percentages of collections digitalized suggests it’s a necessity
• Disaster and emergency preparedness – only ¼ of
respondents have any staff trained in this field

Funding and support from government:
Only three institutions have received any financial or
technical support in the last 10 years which is why is it one
of the top areas the respondents believe the government should
support in.

© UNESCO
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PALESTINE
116

12

No. of memory
institutions contacted

No. of responses to the survey
(10% participation rate)

Categories of participating institutions:
National
libraries

Municipal
libraries

Other types
of public
library

University
libraries

Research
centres

Private
collections

Religious
libraries

Museums

Archives
(local or
national)

Other

0

1

1

2

2

2

0

1

0

3

Type and quantity of collections held:

Manuscripts

Printed
books
before
1900

Printed
books
from1900
to 1960

Old newspapers and
magazines
(before
1960)

Archival
documents

Art on
paper

Heritage
maps

Photographs

Moving
image
recordings

Audio
recordings

Micro
-film

TOTAL

Municipal
libraries

86

0

563

79

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

728

Other
types of
public
library:

297

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

297

University
libraries:

0

65

102

0

240,000

0

0

0

0

0

2,000

242,167

Research
centres:

900

1,550

2,050

10,050

2,000,200

1,000

230

5,010

0

0

530

2,021,520

Private
collections:

6

0

12

66

484

9

0

16

5

0

0

598

Museums:

0

1

0

0

0

500

0

0

4

0

0

505

Other:

1

7,500

26,725

8,850

220

0

1,000

25,000

10

0

0

69,306

1,290

9,116

29,452

19,045

2,240,904

1,509

1,230

30,026

19

0

2,530

2,335,121

TOTAL
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General observations on respondents:

Threats and risk preparedness:

There was a low response rate from institutions in Palestine,
however the responses received are across a range of institution
types which offers a good insight into the general needs. No
national or local archives responded to the survey, however
one single research centre holds just over 2 million archival
documents.

Almost 70% of respondents consider themselves to be located
in a high-risk zone citing conflict and occupation as the main
cause of the risk, and half of the respondents have had their
collections impacted by this risk in the last 10 years. One private
institution records that 100% of its collection was damaged in
the last 10 years, another institution reports damage to 50%
of its collection. Despite the threats, only two institutions have
emergency response plans that are regularly updated, most
do not have the basic supplies to respond to emergencies and
only one third of respondents have staff trained in emergency
response.
With regards to security approximately 50% of respondents have
burglar alarms installed or guards posted outside of working
hours, or both. Two institutions without security systems in
place report items having gone missing in the last 10 years.
The risks facing the collections are illustrated in the table below:

What are the major risks faced by your collections?
7

Difficulty to pur chase material/equipment of conservation/restor ation

5

Lack of space

4
4
4

Lack of staff training opportunities
Lack of interest from authorities (lack of financial or human resources)
Lack of staff knowledge about preservation issues

3
3

Security/ theft
Lack of prim ary protection enclosures for collection item s

2
2
2

Fire
Water leaks
Mold or pest infestation

1
1
1
1
1

No compliance with protocol/pr ocedur e for handling collection items by staff or readers
Insufficient or inadequate cleaning policy
Poor building infrastr ucture
Bad climatic conditions insid e the building
Natural disasters
Poor building maintenance

0

No. of responses
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Status and conditions of the collections:
Conditions of manuscript and photographic collections at the
participating institutions is representative of the conditions of
all documentary heritage held across these institutions in that
conditions vary dramatically from institution to institution. The
private collections and research centres tend to report higher
percentages of their collections in very good or fairly good
condition, which may simply indicate a different classification
system being employed.

them all to be in poor condition.
Five of the 12 institutions have made efforts in inventorying and
cataloguing of documents but of those only a few have managed
to make their catalogues available online and fewer still available
on a digital library.

What the tables below indicate is that large proportions of the
manuscript and photographic collections are in bad condition
and require remedial action. In addition, the institution with the
single largest archival collection (2 million documents) records
approximately one quarter of its collection in poor condition;
and a different institution with 1,000 heritage maps reports

Conservation and preservation:

Storage is an issue for most respondents.

Only four of the 12 institutions have a conservation or
restoration department within their institution and,
of those, only two have a written strategy or policy for
conservation or restoration. Difficulties faced in purchasing
the materials for restoration or conservation was cited as
the top risk faced by collections – only two institutions
find it easy to buy the materials in-country. Additionally,
80% of the institutions don’t have the in-house materials
or equipment to treat mold and pest infestations. Two of
these institutions are able to contract an external company
for treatment but the remainder simply do not treat the
issue.

The majority state that they do not have enough space or
adequate furniture to house their collections as illustrated
in the table of risks above, and in the table of storage needs
on the right.

The lack of accessible materials corresponds to the
reported inability of the majority of respondents to
carry out any scientific techniques or analysis prior to
conservation.
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Environmental conditions:

Digitalization:

Although climatic conditions inside the buildings appears low on
the list of risks to collections, most institutions are in need of
equipment to monitor and control temperature and humidity.
Only 2 institutions have thermo-hygrograph or electronic data
loggers and fewer than half of respondents have air-conditioning
units. No single institution has equipment to monitor light and
UV levels.

Five out of the 12 institutions have a digital preservation strategy,
which is more than those that have a reproduction policy,
however only three of the institutions have made headway in
digitalizing their collections and, of these, only one has also
microfilmed its collection. The main barrier to digitalization
appears to be equipment – either a lack of it entirely or a need
to maintain and repair what exists – as illustrated in the chart
below.

Training needs:
Despite the lack of staff training opportunities featuring high on
the list of risks to collections, almost half of the respondents
with employees have been able to provide training to their staff
in the past five years. Nevertheless they all felt that further
training would be beneficial in the following fields:

In addition to the trainings listed in the table, further training
could be provided in:
• Disaster and emergency response
• Collection management and documentation techniques
• Preservation of collections

Funding and support from government:
Only two respondents have been able to secure funding or
technical support during the past 10 years, which is why the
type of support these institutions expect from government is
primarily financial, as well as providing better communications

on the work of documentary heritage institutions, as highlighted
in the table below.
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QATAR
39

3

No. of memory
institutions contacted

No. of responses to the survey
(8% participation rate)

Categories of participating institutions:
National
libraries

Municipal
libraries

Other types
of public
library

University
libraries

Research
centres

Private
collections

Religious
libraries

Museums

Archives
(local or
national)

Other

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

Type and quantity of collections held:
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Manuscripts

Printed
books
before
1900

Printed
books
from1900
to 1960

Old newspapers and
magazines
(before
1960)

Archival
documents

Art on
paper

Heritage
maps

Photographs

Moving
image
recordings

Audio
recordings

Micro
-film

TOTAL

National
libraries:

4,500

10,000

38,000

20

30

3,000

1,500

60,000

200

0

0

117,250

Other
types of
public
library:

2,256

0

25,000

150

0

0

0

0

0

0

279

27,685

Museums:

0

6,000

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6,000

TOTAL

6,756

16,000

63,000

170

30

3,000

1,500

60,000

200

0

279

150,935

General observations on respondents:

Threats and risk preparedness:

It’s difficult to draw conclusions about documentary heritage
institutions in Qatar due to the low number of responses
received, particularly as not all respondents completed the
survey fully.

Security is not an issue for these institutions although one
respondent mentioned their collection having been impacted or
threatened in the last 10 years but without citing the cause of
the threat. Other risks mentioned that may impact collections
are water leakages and insufficient cleaning policies.

Status and conditions of the collections:

Conservation and preservation:

Of the responses received, a high proportion of collections
are catalogued and the catalogues made available online. There
is less presence of items on digital libraries or inventories.
Where recorded, collections are either in very good or fairly
good condition except with the collection at one institution
which notes that up to ¼ of its printed books pre-1900 and its
manuscripts are in poor condition.

Two out of three institutions have specialized departments for
conservation and restoration with dedicated staff members.

Storage and environmental conditions:

Digitalization:

Storage area could be improved with more training in
collection management and documentation techniques. Only
one institution has the equipment to monitor the temperature
and humidity levels as well as the light and UV levels, however
all institutions have air-conditioning systems installed and
functioning at all times.

Although one institution has made efforts towards digitalizing
its collections, the others have issues with equipment being out
of order or needing more staff to carry out the task.

Funding and support from government:
Two institutions considered that the government should
support in strengthening existing laws on the protection of
documentary heritage and in conducting more public awareness
about documentary heritage.
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SAUDI ARABIA
32

2

No. of memory
institutions contacted

No. of responses to the survey
(6% participation rate)

Categories of participating institutions:
National
libraries

Municipal
libraries

Other types
of public
library

University
libraries

Research
centres

Private
collections

Religious
libraries

Museums

Archives
(local or
national)

Other

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

Audio
recordings

Micro
-film

Type and quantity of collections held:

Manuscripts

Printed
books
before
1900

Printed
books
from1900
to 1960

Old newspapers and
magazines
(before
1960)

University
libraries:

Other:

TOTAL
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Archival
documents

Art on
paper

Heritage
maps

Photographs

Moving
image
recordings

TOTAL

-

No data provided

28,505

3,551

8,077

330

43,312

1,000

0

38,000

8,344

10,024

15,000

156,143

28,505

3,551

8,077

330

43,312

1,000

0

38,000

8,344

10,024

15,000

156,143

General observations on respondents:
Only two memory institution participated in the survey, one of
which did not provide information on the quantity or types of
documentary heritage held. This makes drawing any conclusions
complicated, added to which their responses to survey questions
are often diametrically opposed.
Where one institution states its collection is in good condition,
that it is making headway with inventorying and cataloguing
of its collection, the storage areas are in good condition and
much of the collection is being digitalized, the other institution
reports an opposite state of affairs and needs support in all of
the areas mentioned above.
One institution has a conservation department, with dedicated
staff and a written strategy for conservation. It is able to
carry out treatments in-house and can access the materials
for conservation locally. The opposite is true for the second
institution.

Neither institution has received either local or international
funding in the past 10 years and despite the differing needs,
both institutions agree that government should support in the
following areas:
• Development of national legislation;
• Public outreach and awareness-raising;
• Networking and professional development opportunities;
• Equipment;
• Financial support;
• and, more communication on the work of documentary
heritage institutions.

Both institutions do, however, agree in a couple of areas. With
regards to risks, both agree that water leaks, lack of interest
from authorities, and lack of staff are an issue. And with
regards to training required, both agree that collection storage
management and digitalization are priorities to improve the
preservation of their collections.
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SUDAN
44

30

No. of memory
institutions contacted

No. of responses to the survey
(68% participation rate)

Categories of participating institutions:
National
libraries

Municipal
libraries

Other types
of public
library

University
libraries

Research
centres

Private
collections

Religious
libraries

Museums

Archives
(local or
national)

Other

2

0

0

3

3

6

1

9

1

5

Type and quantity of collections held:

Manuscripts

Printed
books
before
1900

Printed
books
from1900
to 1960

Old newspapers and
magazines
(before
1960)

Archival
documents

Art on
paper

Heritage
maps

Photographs

Moving
image
recordings

Audio
recordings

Micro
-film

TOTAL

20,000

500

2,000

200

1,000

0

100

0

0

0

0

23,800

University
libraries:

74

434

49,617

125

98

0

4

324

81

126

0

50,883

Research
centres:

200

10

80

150

2,000,065

136

80

800

70

45

0

2,001,636

3,260

725

1,360

230

91

152

136

295

52

313

21

6,635

National
libraries:

Private
collections:
Religious
libraries:

-

Museums:

1,120

7,000

0

653

9,405

735

1,459

5,016

213

615

100

26,316

Archives
(local or
national):

4,404

617

2,300

451

30,000,000

800

0

4,000

45

2,500

275

30,015,392

415

260

330

200

2,000,150

90

50

600

537

530

0

2,003,162

29,473

9,546

55,687

2,009

34,010,809

1,913

1,829

11,035

998

4,129

396

34,127,824

Other:

TOTAL
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No data provided

General observations on respondents:
Museums constitute 30% of all respondents in Sudan and private
collections make up 20%. These two categories of institutions
have very specific requirements and issues from other types
of collections and so, where appropriate, responses from these

categories will be examined separately. It’s important to consider
that all six private collections that participated in the survey
have staff members – 2 or 3 in most cases and 15 members of
staff in one institution.

Threats and risk preparedness:
20% of respondents consider themselves to be in a high-risk
zone citing natural causes such as humidity and a far higher
proportion state that their collections have been impacted in
the last 10 years: theft of the collections is an issue but a more
pressing threat is damage and loss due to these natural causes
which are sustained across all categories of institutions. One
museum states damage to 70% of its collection and loss of
30% in the last 10 years; an institution in the category ‘other’
sustained damage to 80% of its collection and loss of 50%; and
one private collection notes damage and loss to 65% of its
collection. Very few institutions have disaster and emergency
preparedness response plan and fewer still have the supplies or
trained staff to deal with an emergency.

With regards to security and theft, a high proportion of the
respondents have guards or burglar alarms fitted and yet 30%
report theft of items in the last 10 years and not necessarily
among the institutions with no security system in place.
A comparison of the major risks facing museum collections,
private collections and all other collections, shown in the tables
below, highlights the differing priorities between these types of
institutions. What’s interesting to note is the priority private
collections place on purchasing of materials for conservation
and the bad climactic conditions. It is also interesting to note
that mold and pest infestation is low of the scale of priorities for
all three types of institutions.

What are the major risks faced by Museum collections?
5
5

Security/ theft
Fire

4
4
4

Lack of staff training opportunities
Poor building infrastr ucture
Water leaks

3
3
3

Poor building maintenance
Lack of space
Natural disasters
Difficulty to pur chase material/equipment of conservation/restor ation

2
2
2

Bad climatic conditions insid e the building
Lack of interest from authorities (lack of financial or human resources)
Mold or pest infestation

1
1

Lack of staff knowledge about preservation issues
Lack of prim ary protection enclosures for collection item s

0

No. of responses

What are major risks faced by Private collections?
4
4
4

Difficulty to pur chase material/equipment of conservation/restor ation
Fire
Bad climatic conditions insid e the building
Security/ theft

3
3

Lack of space
Lack of staff training opportunities

2
2
2

Poor building infrastr ucture
Mold or pest infestation

1
1

Lack of staff knowledge about preservation issues
Lack of prim ary protection enclosures for collection item s
Poor building maintenance
Water leaks
Natural disasters
Lack of interest from authorities (lack of financial or human resources)

0
0
0
0

No. of responses
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What are major risks faced by all other collections?
Security/ theft
Lack of staff training opportunities
Poor building infrastructure
Difficulty to purchase material/equipment of conservation/restoration
Poor building maintenance
Fire
Lack of space
Bad climatic conditions inside the building
Water leaks
Natural disasters
Lack of interest from authorities (lack of financial or human resources)
Mold or pest infestation
Lack of staff knowledge about preservation issues
Lack of primary protection enclosures for collection items

6
6
5
5
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2

No. of responses

Status and conditions of the collections:
Private collections report very high percentages of their
collections in very good or fairly good condition across all
document types which is at odds with the reported risks and
difficult environmental conditions being faced. Conditions are
reported more variably at other participating institutions which
may indicate that a more rigorous method is used to assess
document conditions. To illustrate the conditions of collections
across the different institutions, excluding private collections,
the charts below focus on two document types which were
selected based on the large quantity of documents held across
the different institutions and illustrate the high proportions of
collections in poor or unusable conditions.

Approximately half of private collections across all document
types are inventoried and catalogued however only one private
institution has made the information available on an online
catalogue and a digital library. Again this is not the same situation
for other institutions: among museums very few have any or
part of their collections inventoried or catalogued; research
centres and university libraries on the other hand have very
high percentages of their collections inventoried and catalogued
and available on digital libraries and online.

Conservation and preservation:
The table to the right provides some insight into how
conservation is handled by the different categories of
institutions. What it shows is that 44% of museums have
specialized departments for conservation or restoration,
but not all of them have written strategies to carry out the
work. It also shows that although no private collections have
written strategies for conservation or are able to find suitable
materials for conservation within Sudan, almost 70% of them
are still able to apply analysis prior to a conservation treatment.
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However, returning to the tables of risks to collections, lack of
staff training is a risk faced by all institutions and it is therefore
worth investigating a little more deeply how these institutions
are carrying out their conservation or restoration work to
understand more specifically where support is needed.

Storage and environmental conditions:
These issues affect all institutions equally and no single
category of institutions seems to stand apart in its needs.
Lack of space was an area of concern identified for all
institutions - 77% do not have enough storage space - but
almost 85% require more furniture within the storage
areas, as is demonstrated in the table of needs above.

Monitoring and control the temperature and humidity levels is
an urgent issue as nearly half of the respondents do not have
the necessary equipment and no single institution has the
equipment to measure light and UV levels.

Digitalization:
47% of all institutions have a digital preservation strategy
(although none of them are private collections) however only
very few institutions have digitalized their collections. Of the
few that have, it is usually less that ¼ of their collection that
has been microfilmed or digitalized. As detailed in the chart
below the reasons for this low rate of digitalization is down
to equipment – either a lack of, or requiring maintenance – or
needing more staff.

In the case of private collections they unanimously agree that
equipment is the most urgent need for digitalization, whereas
museums voted equally for equipment and requiring staff
training.
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Training needs:
There was little variation in stated training requirements across
the different categories of institutions. A few of the participating
institutions have been able to train some staff in the last 5 years,
however all categories of institutions equally felt that additional
training was a necessity and on top of the topics listed in the
chart below, training could also be beneficial in the following
areas:

• Disaster and emergency response – only 10% of institution
have staff trained in this area
• Collection management and documentation techniques –
60% of institutions think this would improve the storage of
collections
• Digitalization techniques – although only museums record
this as a need to improve digital access to collections, almost
all institutions require equipment for digitalization and
therefore an element of training on the use of the equipment
will be necessary

What are the fields in which additional training is needed to
better preserve your collections?
Digitization

24

Conservation/restoration

22

Preservation

21

Preventive conservation

20

Collection storage management

20

Cataloging

19

Microfilm reproduction

18

Handling and circulation
Basic repairs

17
16

No. of responses

Funding and support from government:
Only four of the 30 participating intuitions have been able
to securing funding or technical support in the last 10 years,
three of which are museums. This would suggest support is
needed in assessing needs and developing funding applications.
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There were not large variations between types of institutions
regarding the required support from government which, as
illustrated in the table below, is viewed primarily in the form of
financial support.
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SYRIA
31

No. of memory
institutions contacted

10

No. of responses to the survey
(32% participation rate)

Categories of participating institutions:
National
libraries

Municipal
libraries

Other types
of public
library

University
libraries

Research
centres

Private
collections

Religious
libraries

Museums

Archives
(local or
national)

Other

1

0

0

1

0

1

5

0

0

2

Type and quantity of collections held:

Manuscripts

Printed
books
before
1900

Printed
books
from1900
to 1960

Old newspapers and
magazines
(before
1960)

Archival
documents

Art on
paper

Heritage
maps

Photographs

Moving
image
recordings

Audio
recordings

Micro
-film

TOTAL

19,000

3,500

445

0

0

0

0

6,593

437

126

6,000

36,101

0

200

4,000

2,000

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6,200

300

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

300

Religious
libraries:

1,380

6,450

8,600

500

39,000

500

33

10,100

100

500

50

67,213

Other:

1,387

10,023

62

27

150,034

75

0

0

0

0

0

161,608

22,067

20,173

13,107

2,527

189,034

575

33

16,693

537

626

6,050

271,422

National
libraries:

University
libraries:
Private
collections:

TOTAL
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General observations on respondents:

Threats and risk preparedness:

50% of the respondents from Syria categorize themselves as
religious libraries, however the data they provided does not
appear to show any significant trends or issues that affect these
types of libraries particularly and therefore their responses will
be examined jointly with all respondents rather than separately.

50% of the respondents consider themselves located in a high-risk
disaster zone, citing war and conflict as the primary risk and 70%
state that their collections have been impacted in the 10 years.
However despite this, only three institutions have a disaster and
emergency preparedness response plan and only two institutions
with the supplies and staff trained to respond to an emergency.
In addition to this, one of the top risks facing collections
(illustrated in the chart below) is security and theft and many
of the institutions surveyed do not have burglar alarm systems
installed or guards present. Despite this, however, only three
institutions report items missing in the last 10 years which may
reflect a general trend for institutions to be unwilling to report
stolen items.

What are the major risks faced by your collections?
Security/ theft
Lack of primary protection enclosures for collection items
Difficulty to purchase material/equipment of conserv ation/restoration
Fire
Lack of space
Poor building maintenance
Mold or pest infestation
Lack of interest from authorities (lack of financial or human resources)
Lack of staff training opportunities
Water leaks
Natural disasters
Bad climatic conditions inside the building
Lack of staff knowledge about preserv ation issues
Poor building infrastructure
Insufficient or inadequate cleaning policy

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

4
4
4

6
6

No. of responses

Status and conditions of the collections:

Conservation and preservation:

One area of data that does, however, separate the religious
libraries from other categories of memory institutions surveyed
is the declared conditions of collections. In general, the religious
libraries recorded more information about their collections
even if they are in poor or unusable condition whereas other
institutions mostly filled in data when collections are very or
fairly good condition but often provided much less data about
collections in poor conditions.This could indicate several things:
that these religious libraries simply have collections in worse
condition; that employees at public institutions feel unable to
report on collections in bad condition; or that this is a fluke of
the data that is only apparent with such a small response rate.

Only two of the institutions have in-house conservation
departments as well as written strategies for conservation,
one of which is a religious library with only two staff members.
However 60% of the institutions surveyed are only able to
purchase materials for restoration internationally which is a
significant barrier to the preservation of items.

This same trend however is not continued into the inventorying
of documents where a high proportion of all document types
are inventoried and catalogued. However across all institutions,
no documents have an online catalogue and there is very little
presence on digital libraries.
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Storage and environmental conditions:

Digitalization:

The table of risks above also reveals that institutions are facing
issues with their storage conditions. When asked what the
institutions needed to improve their storage the top answer
was improved security conditions (50% stated that their storage
rooms are not well locked) followed by improved environment
of the storage areas (70% do not have the equipment to
monitor or control temperature or humidity levels, and 80% do
not monitor the light and UV levels).

70% of the respondents do not have a digital preservation
strategy. Only one institution is consistent and able to microfilm
and digitalize large proportions of its collection. Where small
in-roads have been made by other institutions it is primarily in
digitalizing rather than in microfilming. Equipment is the most
urgent need these institutions have to improve the digital access
to collections, as well as needing more staff.

Training needs:
Training is an urgent requirement for these institutions: of the
respondents only one institution has staff that have been trained
in the last 5 years. The chart below shows the areas where
training is considered a necessity, however in addition responses
from other areas of the survey reveal that training could also be
beneficial in the following topics:
• Disaster and emergency planning and response
• Training on collections management
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Funding and support from government:
80% of the respondents have not received technical or financial
support from national or international institutions the last
10 years which correlates to the table below illustrating the
unanimous agreement that the government should provide
financial support to documentary heritage institutions.
Interestingly, other areas that these institutions agree could be
assisted by government is in visibility and outreach.
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TUNISIA
64

31

No. of memory
institutions contacted

No. of responses to the survey
(48% participation rate)

Categories of participating institutions:
National
libraries

Municipal
libraries

Other types
of public
library

University
libraries

Research
centres

Private
collections

Religious
libraries

Museums

Archives
(local or
national)

Other

1

0

0

12

6

3

0

3

1

5

Type and quantity of collections held:

Manuscripts

Printed
books
before
1900

Printed
books
from1900
to 1960

Old newspapers and
magazines
(before
1960)

Archival
documents

Art on
paper

Heritage
maps

Photographs

Moving
image
recordings

Audio
recordings

Micro
-film

TOTAL

33,953

144,998

110,607

28,980

1,650

2,379

1,941

80,014

0

241

1,000

405,763

University
libraries:

0

5,216

356,309

100

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

361,625

Research
centres:

20

2,400

41,316

11,590

42,457

0

120

30,000

0

1,060

505

129,468

Private
collections:

1,975

2,500

12,250

60

3,000

200

60

45,000

10

25

2

65,082

Museums:

1,543

4,506

3,383

203

4,859

241

8

3,822

59

52

500

19,176

Archives
(local or
national):

0

300

3,500

0

0

0

10

12,000

10

10

700

16,530

71,050

0

0

0

0

650

0

0

0

32,000

0

103,700

108,541

159,920

527,365

40,933

51,966

3,470

2,139

170,836

79

33,388

2,707

1,101,344

National
libraries:

Other:

TOTAL
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General observations on respondents:
Almost 40% of respondents from Tunisia are university
libraries which hold only collections of printed books from
1900-1960 and a small collection of printed books pre-1900.
Their responses will give a very useful glimpse at their particular
needs and challenges. In the ‘other’ category, one institution

holds 71,000 manuscripts – the single largest collection of
manuscripts from the responses; another holds 32,000 audio
recordings which makes up the bulk of this category.

Threats and risk preparedness:
90% of respondents surveyed consider that they are not based
in a high risk disaster zone, however almost 30% of them
report that their collections have been impacted or damaged
in the last 10 years. One institution records damage to 100%
of its collection with loss of 5%. The remaining institutions that
have been impacted report between 5% and 20% damage to
collections. The exact cause for this damage is not specified
however the high proportion of institutions that consider fire
and water leakage a risk may be an indication.

Only 35% of respondents have an emergency preparedness
response plan and only 35% have the basic supplies to respond
to an emergency which is something that should be addressed
given the high risk of fire and water leakage illustrated in the
chart below.
In terms of general security, one third of institutions report
some items stolen during the last 10 years but none report
a complete loss, which corresponds to how low on the list of
risks security/theft appears.

What are the major risks faced by your collections?
Lack of space

20

Fire
Water leaks

15
14

Poor building maintenance

13

Lack of staff training opportunities

12

Insufficient or inadequate cleaning policy

12

Poor building infrastructure

11

Difficulty to purchase material/equipment of conservation/restoration

10

Security/ theft

8

Lack of staff knowledge about preservation issues

7

Lack of interest from authorities (lack of financial or human resources)

6

Bad climatic conditions inside the building

6

Mold or pest infestation

5

Lack of primary protection enclosures for collection items

4

Natural disasters
No compliance with protocol/procedure for handling collection items by staff or readers

4

No. of responses

3
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Status and Conditions of the Collections:
A high proportion of institutions did not fill out data on the
conditions of their collections however from the tables below
illustrating the reported conditions of four document types a
rough pattern emerges: institutions are perhaps more likely to
report on the status of their documentary heritage when it is in
good condition.Following this logic,the low number of institutions
to complete this section of the survey could then indicate that
many of the collections are in poor or unusable condition.
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The status of inventorying and cataloguing of items and having
the information available on digital libraries is high among the
research centres and museums that participated but not among
other institutions.

Conservation and preservation:

Storage:

A relatively high number of the respondents (42%) have
either a dedicated department for conservation or
preservation, or staff specifically working in this area and
carry out conservation work in-house. However 77%
of them do not have a written conservation strategy
or policy which may indicate that actions to protect
collections are carried out on an ad-hoc basis. There also
seems to be difficulty in accessing the materials to carry
out conservation treatments.

This is a primary issue among the respondents: it was
the top most commonly cited risk facing collections and
75% of respondents state that they do not have sufficient
furniture to house their collections. Drilling into that
information a little more deeply, the chart below illustrates
the top requirements for improving storage conditions.

Environmental conditions:

Digitalization:

Climactic conditions of the storage areas and collections
in general has been identified as an issue. Less than a
quarter of institutions have the equipment to monitor
temperature and humidity and almost 85% of all the
respondents do not have the equipment to monitor light
and UV levels.

More than 50% of the institutions have a digital
preservation strategy within their institution however only
4 institutions reported having parts of their collections on
microfilm; more efforts seem to have been made with
digitalizing collections but no institution reports having
more than 50% of any part of its’ collections digitalized.
As evidenced in the chart below, the main reasons stem
from equipment – either not existing or being too old or
in need of maintenance.
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Training needs:
The fields where institutions felt training was most needed
is described in the chart below, and further information
extracted from the survey results suggests that training
could additionally be considered in the following areas:

• Disaster and emergency preparedness response less than 20% of institutions have staff who receiving
training in this area in the last 5 years. This is critical
given the high potential for fire and water damage
• Collection management
• Documentation techniques

Funding and government support:
54% of the surveyed institutions in Tunisia have not had
any technical or financial grants in the last ten years and it’s
interesting to note that the area where most institutions
feel that the government could support is in providing
equipment and financial support (see the chart below).
Consideration for support relating to legislation is very

low on the list which could indicate that institutions
either feel on a secure legal footing or alternatively that
implementation of the laws protecting documentary
heritage is not a priority.

What type of support do you think the government should
provide to documentary heritage institutions?
Equipment

20

Financial support to improve institutional capacity/infrastructure

19

Professional development opportunities

15

Human resources

15

Public outreach/awareness raising

14

More communication/ visibility on the work of documentary institutions

13

Networking & partnerships

10

Strengthen existing laws on protection of documentary heritage

8

Research
If no laws protecting documentary heritage exist, develop national
legislation
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6
5

No. of responses

© UNESCO
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YEMEN
109

63

No. of memory
institutions contacted

No. of responses to the survey
(58% participation rate)

Categories of participating institutions:
National
libraries

Municipal
libraries

Other types
of public
library

University
libraries

Research
centres

Private
collections

Religious
libraries

Museums

Archives
(local or
national)

Other

13

3

2

3

5

21

3

6

2

5

Type and quantity of collections held:
Manuscripts

Printed
books
before
1900

Printed
books
from1900
to 1960

Old newspapers and
magazines
(before
1960)

Archival
documents

Art on
paper

Heritage
maps

Photographs

Moving
image
recordings

Audio
recordings

Micro
-film

TOTAL

National
libraries:

39,378

15,362

20,900

2,974

2,045

1,100

1

3,435

598

82,000

2,078

169,871

Municipal
libraries

90

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

90

Other
types of
public
library:

380

485

63

10

22

0

20

50

2,705

754

0

4,489

University
libraries:

0

50

3,620

50

80

0

0

0

0

0

0

3,800

Research
centres:

3,511

1,724

1,768

799

3,470

10

20

60

10

40

10

11,422

Private
collections:

3,432

5,560

2,596

10

200

0

20

250

3

61

0

12,132

Religious
libraries:

12,300

10,000

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

22,300

Museums:

185

0

5

40

3,590

97

14

146

0

0

0

4,077

Archives
(local or
national):

0

0

0

0

2,000

0

0

0

0

0

0

2,000

1,010

630

363

200

1,998,022

0

20

2,050

27,500

22,600

20,000

2,072,395

60,286

33,811

29,315

4,083

2,009,429

1,207

95

5,991

30,816

105,455

22,088

2,302,576

Other:

TOTAL
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General observations on respondents:
A 58% response rate from institutions in Yemen provides a good
grounding on which to draw some general observations about
the status and situation of documentary heritage in the country.
One third of responses are from private or family collections
and given the different needs that private collections may
have, their data is separated from all other institutions where
appropriate. It is worth noting also that only three of these
private collections record having any staff members.

Another point of note is that one single institution which
classifies itself as ‘other’1, holds almost 2 million archival
documents – significantly higher than any other single institution
that responded from Yemen – as well as a large collection of
audio visual heritage. When asked to specifiy, this national
institution recorded that is both a research centre as well as an
archive, which explains why it contains such a high number or
archival documents.

Threats and risk preparedness:
68% of all respondents consider themselves situated in a high
risk zone, citing conflict as the primary risk. In terms of direct
impact on collections, 80% of private collections report their
collections to have been threatened by risk in the last 10 years,
although only three private institutions give specific information
about items that had been damaged or stolen in the past 10 years.
Conversely only 11% of the other institutions report threats or
impact to their collections in the last 10 years however more
detail is provided about the quantities of collections that had
been damaged, lost or stolen. In one case 100% of the collection
was damaged, in another 99% is reported to have been damaged.

This discrepancy in the risks faced by private collections and
other institutions is illustrated clearly in the chart below where
what constitutes a major risk is starkly different. It’s interesting
how few private institutions consider security or theft a risk,
and yet 80% of them report not having any security measures in
place for their collections. Where the gap between institutions
closes somewhat is in the area of mold or pest infestation which
all institutions view as a risk.
Despite the above presented information and the high proportion
of institutions being located in a high-risk zone, only 10% of
all respondents have disaster and emergency preparedness
response plans in place – none of which are private institutions
- and only a fraction of these have either the supplies or staff
trained to respond to emergencies.
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Status and conditions of the collections:
Not enough information is provided by respondents on
the conditions of their collections to draw any useful
conclusions except in the area of manuscripts. Manuscripts
are the document type most commonly held by private
collections. The charts below show conditions of manuscripts
held at private as well as all other institutions and what
they illustrate is that a higher proportion of privately held
manuscripts are reported to be in very good condition.

42% of private collections have inventoried significant
proportions of their collections but none have been catalogued
or made available on digital libraries. A similar status can be
reported among other institutions where most of the work has
been achieved in inventorying but fewer of the collections have
been catalogued and only one research centre has made any
progress in making proportions of its collections available on
digital libraries.

This may be due to a more critical assessment criteria being
applied at other institutions or it may in fact reflect a reality
that privately held manuscripts are generally in better condition.

Conservation and preservation:
In addition to the risks faced, an overwhelming number of
the respondents from Yemen do not have a conservation or
restoration strategy or policy. Only a third of respondents
carry
out
conservation
in-house. The
remainder
carry out the work externally or declined to answer.

Only 11% of respondents are able to find materials for
conservation in-country, and only one quarter of respondents
are able to apply scientific techniques or analysis prior to a
conservation or restoration treatment; those who answered
negatively to this question cite lack of budget as being a primary
reason.

Storage and environmental conditions:
Although lack of space is considered less of a risk to private
collections, in fact 90% of them report having not enough storage
space or adequate furniture to house collections. 88% of other
institutions also suffer from a lack of storage space which is
demonstrated in the chart below. The chart also illustrates that
climactic conditions are a major point of concern across
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all respondents: among private collections only one has the
equipment to monitor and control temperature and humidity
levels, but none are able to measure for light and UV levels;
and at the remaining institutions only 38% have equipment to
control the temperature but only one institution can monitor
the humidity and light levels.

Digitalization:
Digitalization is a major problem facing private collections
due to a lack in staff and the required equipment. For the
remaining institutions 35% have a reproduction policy or
digital preservation strategy but very few of them report
progress in digitalization or microfilming of collections. The
main issues seem to be a lack of adequately trained staff, and
lack of or outdated equipment. This seems to be an area that
needs particular support.
Training Needs:
Training priorities differ markedly between private collections
and all other institutions as shown in the chart below. It’s
important to note again that only three of the private institutions
that took part in the survey employ staff; nevertheless there is a
strong desire for training among them. What this reflects, more
than specific the training listed, is a high level of general needs
among the private collections.
Another interesting point to draw upon from this chart is the
high level of interest in digitalization despite few of

the institutions having a policy or strategy for this in place,
which suggests that despite the lack of directive, there is
recognition of the importance of digitalization.
In addition to the training needs highlighted in the table, further
training could be of benefit in the following areas:
• disaster and emergency preparedness and response – of 63
respondents only one have staff trained in this field
• storage collection management and documentation
techniques

Funding and support from government:
None of the private collections have received funding or
technical support in the last five years, and only 12% of
other institutions have. This perhaps demonstrates a lack
of abilities in developing funding proposals and may be an
additional area where support is required.

With regards to support from government the response
from private institutions fell primarily into three distinct
areas as shown in the chart below which indicates a
low level of expectation from government, however all
institutions surveyed put financial support at the top of their
expectations from government.
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Annex 1 – Survey Questions
The following is the full of survey questions that were
distributed to 1,525 institutions in the Arab Region. Please see
the Survey Methodology on page 8 for more information on
how these questions were developed.
The survey was accompanied by a glossary which was developed
to assist institutions in answering, and to try to ensure a level
of consistency across the responses.

GENERAL INFORMATION

7. Which percentage of your collection is physically
accessible to the public?
8. Please fill in the table below with estimated
percentage depending on the condition of each item.
Options for estimated percentages are: None; between 1-25%;
between 26-49%; 50%; between 51-75%; between 76-99%; All.

Collection

1. Name of institution:
2. Country:
3. Contact information (address, website and phone + fax +
name + email of person responsible for preservation):
4. Type of institution

Manuscripts

• national library
• municipal library
• university library
• research center library
• other type of public library
• private collections (family…)
• religious library
• company library
• museum
• archives (local or national)
• other (specify)............................

Printed books
before 1900
Printed books
from 1900 to
1960
Old newspapers
and magazines
(before 1960)
Archival
documents (old
administrative
records, official
letters etc.)

5. Number of employees in the library/ museum/archives:

PRESENTATION
AND
ACCESS
DOCUMENTARY COLLECTIONS

TO

6. How many of the following types of items do you have in
the collection? You can put an estimate in number of items
and/or in linear meters.
Type
Manuscripts
Printed books before 1900
Printed books from 1900
to 1960
Old newspapers and
magazines (before 1960)
Archival documents (old
administrative records,
official letters, etc.)
Art on paper (posters,
drawings, prints)
Heritage maps
Photos (print photographs, negatives, slides
..)
Moving image recordings
Audio recordings (analog and digital..)
Micro-films
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Estimate in number of
items or in linear meters

Art on paper
(posters, drawings, prints)
Heritage maps
Photos (print
photographs,
negatives, slides ..)
Moving image
recordings
Audio recordings
(analog and
digital..)
Micro-films

Very
good
condition

Fairly good
(normal deterioration
by use but
more usage/
access won’t
do further
damage)

Poor
condition
(more use/
access will
increase deterioration)

Unusable

Do not
know

9. Please fill in the table below with estimated quantity of
items for each category with the following options: None;
between 1-25%; between 26-49%; 50%; between 51-75%;
between 76-99%; All.
Collection

Inventoried

Catalogued

Bibliographical
records available on a online
catalogue

Available
on digital
library

Manuscripts
Printed books
before 1900
Printed books
from 1900 to
1960
Old newspapers
and magazines
(before 1960)

12. From your experience what is the most successful
initiatives to sensitize the public on the value of
documentary heritage? (select only one option)
[ ] Exhibitions
[ ] Media campaigns
[ ] Public lectures or conferences
[ ] Social media engagement
[ ] Digital platforms (websites, blogs, special pages…)
[ ] Other (Specify….)

SECURITY
13. Are the storage rooms separated from reading rooms
and well locked?

Archival
documents (old
administrative
records, official
letters etc.)

[ ] Yes [ ] storage rooms are not separated from the reading
rooms but well locked. [ ] storages rooms are separated from
reading rooms but not well locked. [ ] No.

Art on paper
(posters, drawings, prints)

14. Is security of the collections ensured by guards and/or
an anti-burglar alarm system outside working hours?

Heritage maps

[ ] Yes we have an anti-burglar alarm system [ ] Yes we have
a guard present outside working hours [ ] No.

Photos (print
photographs,
negatives, slides ..)
Moving image
recordings
Audio recordings
(analog and
digital..)
Micro-films

10. For audiovisual materials, do you have any functioning
equipment to read/watch/listen to them?
[ ] Yes [ ] No.
11. Select the most urgent need that your
institution has to improve access to its collections
(select only one option).
[ ] Improve cataloguing
[ ] Doing more conservation/restoration due to bad condition of the
collection
[ ] Getting bigger reading rooms
[ ] Getting more storage rooms
[ ] Have more staff to provide access to the collections
[ ] Other, explain:………………………………..

15. Did you have any items of the collections missing in the
last 10 years?
[ ] Yes, specify the number of missing items [ ] No.
16. Does the electrical system of the building complies
with national standards for institutions open to the public,
if any?
[ ] Yes, it complies and we review it regularly [ ] There is no
national standards on electric compliance for institutions but
we review our standards regularly [ ] No, we do not check
electrical compliance regularly.
17. Smoking ban is indicated and respected throughout
the premises? [ ] Yes [ ] No
18. Do you have any functioning smoke/fire detector?
[ ] Yes we have detectors but do not check them at least
yearly [ ] Yes and they are regularly checked (every year)
[ ] No.
19. Do you have any fire extinguishing system (portable
extinctors, building hydrants, sprinklers, gaseous
suppressants)?
[ ] Yes we have detectors but do not check them regularly
[
] Yes and they are regularly changed/maintained
[ ] No.
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CONSERVATION/ RESTORATION
20. Does your institution have a conservation/restoration
department?
[ ] Yes [ ] No

21. Number of employees working specifically on
preservation and conservation/restoration?
22. Do you have a written conservation/restoration
strategy/policy? [ ] Yes [ ] No.
23. Do you do the conservation/restoration treatment of
collections items in your own institution or externally?
[ ] In the institution [ ] Externally

24. Percentage of the institution’s overall
budget (excluding staff cost) dedicated to
conservation/restoration of your collections?
………………………………………….
25. Is there an activity for which the budget needs to be
increased? (select only one option)
[ ] preventive conservation
[ ] Conservation/restoration

27. Do you have adequate materials and equipment to
treat mold or pest infestation?
[ ] Yes [ ] No, we ask an external company to do it
[ ] No we don’t treat it.
28. Is it easy for you to find suitable materials for
conservation/restoration (e.g. acid-free paper, protection
boxes, good quality glue, paper or leather)?
[ ] Yes it is easy to find in our own country [ ] No, we can
only find internationally

29. How many collection items are restored per year?
30. Does this number correspond to your needs or should
it be increased?
[ ] Yes, it corresponds [ ] No, it should be increased

31. Are you able to apply scientific technique or analysis
before a conservation/restoration treatment (e.g., ink,
pigment and material analysis, fiber identification)?
[ ] Yes [ ] No. Please specify:

32. On which criteria do you select collection items for
conservation/restoration?
[ ] Physical conditions

26.What are top five risks faced by your collections?

[ ] Rarity

[ ] natural disasters (earthquakes, tsunami, landslides,
volcanic eruptions, etc.)

[ ] Historical value

[ ] security/theft
[ ] fire

[ ] Public/ Research interest
[ ] Other (Please specify…..)

[ ] water leaks
[ ] poor building infrastructure

STORAGE

[ ] poor building maintenance

33. Do you store collection items directly on the floor?
[ ] Yes [ ] No.

[ ] Insufficient or inadequate cleaning policy
[ ] bad climatic conditions inside the building
[ ] mold or pest infestation
[ ] Lack of space
[ ] lack of interest from authorities (lack of financial or
human resources)
[ ] difficulty to purchase material/equipment of conservation/
restoration

34. Do you have enough space to store the collections,
including large size items?
[ ] Yes [ ] No.

[ ] lack of primary protection enclosures for collection items

(protection boxes/ folders)

35. Do you have enough furniture (shelves, cabinets,
etc…) in sufficient quantity and quality to store the
collections, including large size items?

[ ] Lack of staff knowledge about preservation issues

[ ] Yes [ ] No.

[ ] lack of staff training opportunities
[ ] no compliance with protocol/procedure for handling
collection items by staff or readers
[ ] other (specify) ................................
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36. Basic cleaning of floors and furniture of storage rooms
is done at least once a month?
[ ] Yes [ ] No.

37. Have the cleaning/maintenance staff of your institution
ever been trained or briefed on basic storage practices?
[ ] Yes [ ] No.

38. Does your institution have particular needs to
improve its storage conditions?

ENVIRONMENT
40. Is there a period of the year when the environment is
creating more risks to the preservation of the collections?
(select only one option)
[ ] Winter
[ ] Spring

[ ] More furniture/shelves/boxes

[ ] Summer

[ ] Training on collection management

[ ] Autumn

[ ] Training on documentation techniques

Reason: …………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………..

[ ] Improved environment of storage room (humidity, light,
temperature, etc)
[ ] More space/rooms for storage
[ ] Improved security of storage rooms
[ ] Other, please specify:

41. Do you know which particular collection or type of
document is specifically threatened during this time of the
year?
[ ] Manuscripts
[ ] Printed books before 1900

39. Please fill in the table below with estimated
percentage of collection items kept inside the storage
rooms, and inside protective enclosures such as boxes,
envelopes, etc. with the following options: None; between
1-25%; between 26-49%; 50%; between 51-75%; between
76-99%; All.
Collection

Manuscripts
Printed books
before 1900
Printed books
from 1900 to
1960
Old newspapers
and magazines
(before 1960)
Archival
documents (old
administrative
records, official
letters etc.)
Art on paper
(posters, drawings, prints)
Heritage maps
Photos (print
photographs,
negatives, slides ..)

In storage rooms

In any type of enclosures (boxes,
drawers, cabinets, envelopes, etc…)

[ ] Printed books from 1900 to 1960
[ ] Old newspapers and magazines (before 1960)
[ ] Archival documents (old administrative records, official
letters etc.)
[ ] Art on paper (posters, drawings, prints)
[ ] Heritage maps
[ ] Photos (print photographs, negatives, slides ..)
[ ] Moving image recordings
[ ] Audio recordings (analog and digital..)
[ ] Micro-films
[ ] Others, please specify:

42. Select the equipment you have to monitor and control
humidity, temperature and air circulation of rooms where
collections are displayed or stored?
[ ] thermo-hygrograph or electronic data loggers
[ ] mechanical air ventilation (fans, fan coil units, etc)
[ ] dehumidifiers or humidifiers
[ ] AC for all collection
[ ] AC for part of the collection
[ ] None

Moving image
recordings

43. If you have AC, do you leave it on all the time (24
hours a day, 7 days a week)?

Audio recordings
(analog and
digital..)

[ ] Yes, [ ] No

Micro-films

44. Select the equipment you use to monitor light and UV
levels in rooms where collections are displayed or stored?
[ ] Lux-meter
[ ] UV-meter
[ ] None, we don’t monitor light and UV.
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ENVIRONMENT (continued)
45. What would you suggest to improve the environment
in which collections are placed/stored? (select only one
option)
[ ] Move part of the collection to another space available in a
better climatic environment
[ ] Equip areas with fans for better air circulation
[ ] Equip areas with air extraction and air filtering for better

air circulation

49. Are microfilms produced and/or items digitized
internally or externally?
[ ] Internally [ ] Externally [ ] Both

50. What are the problems you face to microfilm and/or
digitize items?
[ ] Equipment out of order
[ ] Equipment is too old
[ ] Equipment needs maintenance

[ ] Equip areas with AC
[ ] Improve maintenance of actual equipment
[ ] None

[ ] More staff needed
[ ] Staff training needed
[ ] Other (clarify)

[ ] Other, specify:

[ ] None.

REPRODUCTION – DIGITIZATION
46. Do you have a reproduction policy?
[ ] Yes [ ] No.

51. Select the most urgent need that your institution has
to improve digital access to its collections. (only select
one option)
[ ] Improve cataloguing

47. Do you have a digital preservation strategy?

[ ] Acquisition of software for internet publication/display

[ ] Yes [ ] No.

[ ] Improve the online platform on which the collection is
available

48. Please fill in the table below with estimated
percentage of collection items already reproduced on
microfilms and digitalized with the following options:
None; between 1-25%; between 26-49%; 50%; between
51-75%; between 76-99%; All.

Collection
Manuscripts
Printed books
before 1900
Printed books
from 1900 to
1960
Old newspapers
and magazines
(before 1960)
Archival
documents (old
administrative
records, official
letters etc.)
Art on paper
(posters, drawings, prints)

Microfilm

Digitalized

[ ] Better communication on the availability of the digital
collection
[ ] Equipment for digitization
[ ] More staff
[ ] Training for staff
[ ] Other, specify:

RISK PREPAREDNESS
52. Is your institution located in a high-risk disaster zone?
[ ] Yes [ ] No. If yes, specify the type of risk: natural/
conflict/ other type …………

53. Have your collections ever been impacted or
threatened in the last ten years?
[ ] Yes [ ] No.

54. Which percentage of your collection was damaged in
the last 10 years? Please specify…………

Heritage maps
Photos (print
photographs,
negatives, slides ..)
Moving image
recordings
Audio recordings
(analog and
digital..)
Micro-films
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55. Which percentage of your collection was lost in the
last 10 years? Please specify…………
56. Which percentage of your collection was stolen over
the last 10 years? Please specify………

57. Do you have any written guidelines, procedures or
policies for disaster risk
Disaster and emergency preparedness response plan and
are there regularly updated?
[ ] Yes and they are regularly updated [ ] Yes but they are
never been updated [ ] No.

58. Do you have basic supplies to respond to
emergencies?
[ ] Yes [ ] No.

[ ] digitization
[ ] microfilm reproduction
[ ] others (please specify)

63. What type of support do you think the government
should provide to documentary heritage institutions?
[ ] If no laws protecting documentary heritage exist, develop
national legislation
[ ] Strengthen existing laws on protection of documentary
heritage

59. Is there any staff trained on disaster and emergency
preparedness response plan: in the last 5 years?
[ ] Yes [ ] No.

[ ] Public outreach/awareness raising
[ ] Networking and partnerships
[ ] Professional development opportunities

TRAINING AND SUPPORT NEEDS
60. Did your staff receive any training in the last five
years? Please precise the number of staff members that
received each type of training in-house or out of the
institution:
Training

[ ] cataloging

In house

Out of institution

Collection management
and documentation
techniques

[ ] Research
[ ] Equipment
[ ] Financial support to improve institutional capacity/
infrastructure
[ ] Human resources
[ ] More communication/ visibility on the work of documentary
institutions
[ ] Other (please specify….)

Preventive conservation
Disaster risk preparedness/management
First aid to documentary
heritage
Conservation/restoration
Digitization

64. Have you received grants or other type of financial/
technical support from national/international organizations
to support your preservation efforts in the past 10 years?
[ ] Yes [ ] No. If yes, please specify if the source was

governmental, local (civil societies), or international.

Scientific examination
Other (Specify)

61. Do you access professional literature to stay up to
date/ learn more about conservation/restoration? If yes,
what type of literature do you access?
[ ] Internal resources [ ] Professional network resources [ ]
Magazines [ ] Academic journals [ ] Conference reports [ ]
Websites [ ] Others (specify) [ ] No, I am not interested [ ]

No, I am not aware
62. What are the fields in which you think additional
training is needed for your institution to better preserve
your collections?
[ ] handling and circulation
[ ] preventive conservation
[ ] collection storage management
[ ] basic repairs
[ ] conservation/restoration

65. Rank the most suitable ways to receive training (from 1
to 8, being ‘1’ the best option, ‘8’ being the worst option)
[ ] Recorded video [ ] Skype sessions [ ] Audio recordings [ ] In
house training [ ] In-person training in the country [ ] Printed
books, guidelines, websites [ ] Online courses [ ] Outside the

country trainings
66. What is your preferred language for the training?
[ ] English [ ] Arabic [ ] French [ ] Other (Specify)

67. We plan to create a map of all documentary heritage
institutions in the Arab region, would you agree for your
institution to be part of it?
The map will be hosted on an online website page
dedicated to the project and available to the public; and
will include the names of the institutions, the addresses, the
websites and the contact details.
[ ] Yes [ ] No

[ ] preservation
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Annex 2 – Survey Data
The following is a selection of key response data derived
from the survey. Researchers or institutions wishing to
review data not presented in this annex should contact
the UNESCO Cluster Office for the Gulf States & Yemen.

2.1 Categories of participating institutions:
National
libraries

Municipal
libraries

Other types
of public
library

University
libraries

Research
centres

Private
collections

Religious
libraries

Museums

Archives
(local or
national)

Other

Quantity

28

6

15

58

34

200

49

39

39

52

% of
total
respondents

5%

1%

3%

11%

7%

38%

9%

8%

8%

10%

2.2 Type and quantity of collections held at all 520
participating institutions

Manuscripts

Printed
books
before
1900

Printed
books
from1900
to 1960

Old newspapers and
magazines
(before
1960)

Archival
documents

Art on
paper

Heritage
maps

Photographs

Moving
image
recordings

Audio
recordings

Micro
-film

TOTAL

National
libraries:

141,521

227,091

606,797

90,703

2,541,376

22,813

17,567

511,599

4,035

87,067

74,699

4,325,268

Municipal
libraries

176

5

563

79

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

823

Other
types of
public
library:

62,563

5,436

67,917

4,963

702,126

515

653

45,200

2,758

1,455

5,862

899,448

University
libraries:

9,725

54,551

816,553

64,604

9,933,962

7,957

6,315

1,233,948

5,808

14,617

81,982

12,230,022

Research
centres:

20,945

9,005

59,379

29,079

4,055,133

2,571

1,743

56,062

620

2,425

8,260

4,245,222

Private
collections:

76,684

225,836

170,675

37,655

96,042

768

320

52,241

167

790

52

661,230

Religious
libraries:

70,555

39,844

72,764

36,320

61,223

7,264

4,862

43,800

7,252

12,304

2,270

358,458

Museums:

8,098

18,805

6,503

1,220

28,097

3,345

1,682

60,169

447

1,032

601

129,999

Archives
(local or
national):

94,494

13,597

340,150

43,971

55,039,117

2,550

90,674

1,648,624

276,835

291,019

69,029

57,910,060

Other:

119,283

28,398

49,755

42,185

4,221,516

9,721

2,878

7,785,133

38,087

66,480

231,560

12,594,996

604,044

622,568

2,191,056

350,779

76,678,592

57,504

126,694

11,436,776

336,009

477,189

474,315

93,355,526

TOTAL
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2.3 Risks facing collections
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2.3 Risks facing collections (continued)
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2.4 Conditions of Collections
The survey asked participants to describe the conditions of
their collections using the following terminology:
• very good
• fairly good (normal deterioration by use but more usage/
access won’t do further damage)
• poor (more use/access will increase deterioration)
• unusable
• do not know

The survey also asked participants to describe what percentage
of their collections (1-25%, 26-49%, 50%, 51-75%, 76-99%, All) are
in each condition type.
The following tables illustrate the conditions of collections by
document type, showing how many respondents participated in
providing information:

Conditions of Printed Books Pre-1900 in all institutions

Conditions of Manuscripts in all institutions
124

58

Very good condition

8984
68

Fairly good condition

62

39

33

20

16

8

5

1-25%

26-49%

Unusable condition

2222
11
1

3

50%

Fairly good condition

32

Poor condition

Poor condition

48
41
30

39

Very good condition

42
34

51-75%

14
6 106

76-99%

16

Do not know

17
13
9

12

16
4

2

All

1-25%

50%

Unusable condition

1211
5

8

51-75%

76-99%

911
6
6

42

Do not know

All

Conditions of newspapers and magazines (pre-1960)
in all institutions

Conditions of Printed Books 1900-1960 in all institutions
52
49

26-49%

21

19

44

38

Very good condition

33
27

23
16
13
8
3

10

Very good condition

Unusable condition

14

2

12
10
7

9

Do not know

977

7

1-25%

1-25%

26-49%

50%

51-75%

76-99%

46
44

31

Very good condition

29

Fairly good condition

21
13
1
1-25%

26-49%

26-49%

11
97

11
67
1

1
50%

51-75%

76-99%

Unusable condition
Do not know

All

Conditions of art on paper (posters, drawings,
prints) in all institutions
25
22

38

16
12
9

5

12
8

All

Conditions of archival documents (old administrative
records, official letters etc.) in all institutions

15

Poor condition
15

14

1

2

11

Fairly good condition

23
20

Poor condition

22

20
15

14

33 32

Fairly good condition

13
10
5
50%

11
9

Poor condition

2
51-75%

15
76

Unusable condition
8
3

76-99%

6

44

All

Do not know

Very good condition

17

16

1
1-25%

26-49%

Poor condition

11
5

4

Fairly good condition

15

6
3
50%

2 1
51-75%

87

6
1

76-99%

Unusable condition
334

Do not know

All
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2.4 Conditions of Collections (continued)

Conditions of Photographs (prints, negatives,
slides) in all institutions

Conditions of heritage maps in all institutions
31

32

24 25

Very good condition

22

1-25%

5
2

11

26-49%

10

8

7

19

Poor condition

12

10

99

5

5

Unusable condition

7

51-75%

76-99%

19

11

Poor condition

8

Do not know

3 4

All

1-25%

Conditions of moving image recordings in all institutions

1

26-49%

5

3

7

1515
14

15
14

51-75%

76-99%

7

6

6

5

5
3

3

3

3

3

1-25%

26-49%

50%

1

1 1

51-75%

76-99%

Fairly good condition

1-25%

All

6

5

Do not know

22

2
1

Very good condition

6

Unusable condition

26-49%

2

50%

3
1
51-75%

0

11
Very good condition

8
7

Fairly good condition

7
6

6

6
5

5

4
3
2
1
1-25%
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2
1

26-49%

50%

1

51-75%

76-99%

All

Poor condition
Unusable condition
Do not know

5

Poor condition
Unusable condition
Do not know

1

76-99%

Conditions of microfilms in all institutions

9

4

3

13

8

12

8

Poor condition

4
3

9

Fairly good condition
7

Do not know

All

12

11

Very good condition
8

665

15
14

13

9

4

21

1

50%

Unusable condition

8

Conditions of audio recordings (analog and digital)
in all institutions

16

8

Fairly good condition

13

1

50%

Very good condition

22

Fairly good condition

16

43

29
26
24

All

2.5 Digitalization

Does your institution have a digital
preservation strategy?

Does your institution have a reproduction policy?
Yes

27

127

No

Yes

170

166

130

No

No Answer 3 27

169

No Answer 5 26

Number of responses:
Private Collections

26

All other institutions

164

Number of responses:
Private Collections

All other institutions

No. of insitutions with proportions of collections reproduced on microfilms and digitalized

Photosgraphs
Art on paper
(print
Audio recording s
(posters,
Moving image
photographs,
(analog and
recordings negatives, slides) Heritage maps drawings, prints)
dig ital)

Archival
documents

Old newspapers Printed book s
and mag azines from 1900 to
1960
(before 1960)

Printed book s
pre-1900

Manuscripts

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

84

Digitalized

23

Microfilm

53

Digitalized

20

Microfilm

58

Digitalized

21

Microfilm

50

Digitalized

26

Microfilm

67

Digitalized

8
24

Digitalized

17

Microfilm

38

Digitalized

19

Microfilm

58

Digitalized
Microfilm

12

Digitalized
Microfilm
Digitalized

90

46

Microfilm

Microfilm

80

29
15

No. of responses
28
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2.5 Digitalization (continued)
What is the most urgent need that your institution has to improve
digital access to its collections?
105

Equipment for digitalization
20

Training for staff

Acquisition of software for internet
publication/display
More Staff
Improve the online platform on which the collection
is available
Better communication on the availability of the digital
collection

98
30

Improve cataloguing

169

72

25

52

5

61
21
22

Responses of Private collections

40

Responses of all other institutions

38

Available on an online catalogue

Heritage
maps

Available on an online catalogue

Photosgraph
Audio
s (print
recordings
Moving photographs,
(analog and
image
negatives,
Microfilms
digital)
recordings
slides)

Old
Art on
newspapers
paper
and
Printed
(posters,
magazines books from Printed
drawings, Arc hival
(before
1900 to
books preprints)
documents
1960)
1960
1900
Manuscripts

No. of institutions with proportions of their collections available on
online catalogues or in digital libraries
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21
36

Available on digital library

33

Available on an online catalogue

31

Available on digital library

37

Available on an online catalogue

36

Available on digital library

26

Available on an online catalogue

29

Available on digital library

19

Available on an online catalogue

28

Available on digital library

10

Available on an online catalogue

12

Available on digital library

15
19

Available on digital library

22

Available on an online catalogue

28

Available on digital library

14

Available on an online catalogue

17

Available on digital library

13

Available on an online catalogue

19

Available on digital library
Available on an online catalogue

9

Available on digital library

9

No. of responses

2.6 Training
Number of institutions (out of 520) that have facilitated
either in-house or external trainings for staff in the last five
years in the following topics:

Collection
management and
documentation
techniques

Preventive
conservation

Disaster risk
preparedness/
management

First aid to
documentary
heritage

Conservation/
restoration

Digitization

Scientific
examination

In house

65

39

37

41

41

57

32

Out of
institution

56

34

24

20

35

45

23

What are the fields in which additional training is needed to better
preserve your collections?
Digitization

68%

Preventive conservation

61%
62%

Conservation/restoration

61%

Preservation

57%

Collection storage management

46%
55%

Cataloging

54%

Handling and circulation

45%
44%

Basic repairs

47%
42%

Microfilm reproduction

39%

91%

90%
90%
% of private collections
90%

% of all other institutions

64%

Have you received grants or other type of financial/technical
support from national/international organizations to support
your preservation efforts in the past 10 years?
Yes 6
No

75
191

206
Number of responses:

Private collections

All other institutions
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Annex 3 – Supporting Institutions
The information provided below is a list of organisation that
provide support and funding to memory institutions in the
Arab region and, although not exhaustive, this list is intended
as a starting point for institutions that are seeking support for
their collections of documentary heritage.

ICCROM-ATHAR Centre: ICCROM`s regional centre based
in Sharjah, UAE, support’s Arab Member States in protecting
their cultural heritage through dissemination of good practices
in heritage conservation and management, capacity building of
professionals, and raising awareness.

Arab Federation for Libraries and Information (AFLI):
AFLI is the largest professional body representing the interests
of library and information services in the Arab World. It is
an independent, non-governmental and not-for-profit. The
federation was founded in 1986 in Tunisia.

http://athar-centre.org/

http://www.arab-afli.org
Arab Image Foundation: AIF supports institutions that want
to know about photographic archiving practices. It has also
produced an emergency response and salvage wheel to explain
what to do in the first twenty four hours after a disaster.
http://arabimagefoundation.com/index
Arcadia Fund: The foundation offers programmes to help
fund preservation projects. Among the projects that ARCADIA
funds are those related to recording manuscripts and archives
at risk. The organization also participates in programs aiming
at developing new technologies to preserve documentary
heritage.
https://www.arcadiafund.org.uk/
Beit Gazo: A center for the research and restoration of
heritage derived from eastern churches of all sects. Beit Gazo
offers conservation and restoration services as well as training
to members of the churches.
https://beitgazo-conservation.org/
Digital Library of the Middle East: The DLME aims to create
an international shared digital inventory of cultural artifacts
which would help determine whether an item of cultural or
historical significance offered for sale or being transferred was
acquired legally. It is interested in adding as many high quality
Middle Eastern collections as possible.
https://dlme.clir.org/

IFLA-PAC Regional Centre: The Qatar National Library, as
the Arab regional IFLA-PAC, focuses on creating a network of
professionals, developing capacities, organizing trainings and
providing grants to conservators and specialists in the region.
https://www.qnl.qa/en/library-services/conservation-andpreservation-services
International Council on Archives (ICA) – Arab Regional
Branch (ARBICA): ARBICA is responsible for carrying
out the policy and programmes of ICA in this region which
includes networking among institutions, and the organisation of
workshops and training. The ICA provides recommendations
to archive institutions to form policy as well as providing annual
training and education.
https://www.ica.org/en/about-arbica
Modern Endangered Archives Program: MEAP is a UCLA
Library granting programme funded by the Arcadia Fund that
aims to digitize and make accessible endangered archival
materials from the 20th and 21st Centuries
https://www.library.ucla.edu/partnerships/modernendangered-archives-program.
The Islamic Manuscript Association: TIMA is an international
non-profit organization provides grants to support the care of
Islamic manuscript collections
https://www.islamicmanuscript.org/about.aspx
Whiting Foundation: The foundation provides grants to help
preserve, document, and disseminate cultural heritage with a
particular focus on documentary heritage.
https://www.whiting.org/

Endangered Archives Program (EAP): Led by the British
Museum, the programme facilitates the digitization of archives
around the world that are in danger of destruction, neglect or
physical deterioration
https://eap.bl.uk/
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Mechanisms for Support against Theft and Illicit Trafficking
of Documentary Heritage

INTERPOL Stolen Works of Art Database: The INTERPOL
database of stolen works of art combines descriptions and
pictures of more than 50,000 items and is the only database
at international level with certified police information on
stolen and missing objects of art. Countries are able to
send information about stolen and missing items, and the
INTERPOL experts add it to their database.
https://www.interpol.int/en/Crimes/Cultural-heritage-crime/
Stolen-Works-of-Art-Database
Object Identification: Object ID was created as a practical
tool for facilitating the recovery of stolen cultural goods. It
is an international standard for describing cultural objects
and thereby facilitating the identification of collections in the
case of loss or theft. Object ID, and is now internationally
recognised as a necessary and effective tool when inventorying
a collection.
http://archives.icom.museum/object-id/
Red Lists: The ICOM Red Lists are categories of cultural
objects that are potentially subject to theft and traffic. They
were developed to individuals, organisations and authorities,
to identify objects at risk and prevent them from being
illegally sold or exported. A Red List is not a list of actual
stolen objects: the cultural goods depicted on the lists are
inventoried objects within the collections of recognised
institutions which serve to illustrate the categories of cultural
goods most vulnerable to illicit traffic.
https://icom.museum/en/our-actions/heritage-protection/redlists/
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